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Executive Summary
VMware NSX is the network virtualization technology that decouples the networking services
from the underlying physical infrastructure. In doing so, VMware NSX opens the door for a new
software based approach to networking that provides the same operational model as a virtual
machine (VM). Virtual networks can now be easily created, modified, backed-up, and deleted
within minutes. By replicating the physical networking constructs in software, VMware NSX
provides similar benefits as server virtualization did with VMs: increased efficiency,
productivity, flexibility, agility, and cost savings.
The software-based approach taken by
NSX for networking and security
solves
several challenges
with
traditional solutions for security,
automation, and application continuity.
This design guide focuses on multi-site
solutions with NSX.
In discussing multi-site solutions, there
may be many different connectivity
requirements an organization has. An
organization may need connectivity FIGURE 1: NSX LOGICAL NETWORKING
between data centers, connectivity to
cloud environments such as vCloud AIR or a third party on the vCloud AIR Network,
connectivity to branch offices, and connectivity
for remote users.
VMware NSX provides solutions for all of these
requirements:
NSX Solutions:
1.

Multi-Data Center (Active/Active):
- Single/Stretched Cluster with NSX
- Cross-VC NSX

2.

Public Cloud / L2 Extension: L2VPN

3.

Remote Users: SSL VPN

4.

Branch Offices: IPSEC VPN

The right solution to deploy depends on several
factors including bandwidth between entities,
latency between sites, MTU requirements, administrative domain, etc.

FIGURE 2: NSX PROVIDES MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS

This guide focuses on multi-site data center solutions providing L2 extension over L3 and multisite security for workload mobility, active-active workloads across sites, and disaster
avoidance/disaster recovery use cases.
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Multiple solutions for multi-site with NSX are discussed and compared, and this guide
specifically focuses on a feature called Cross-VC NSX, which allows for logical networking and
security across vCenter domains/sites. The goal of this design guide is to outline several NSX
solutions available for multi-site data center connectivity before digging deeper into the details
of multi-site with Cross-VC NSX. This guide assumes the reader already has a fundamental
understanding of VMware NSX and basic design principles as outlined in the VMware NSX
Design Guide. Multi-site data center solutions with NSX is an advanced topic with the same
foundational design principles as discussed in the VMware NSX Design Guide.
Before looking at how NSX can provides robust multi-site solutions, it’s important to understand
the need for multi-site, challenges faced by traditional multi-site solutions, and how NSX tackles
these challenges.

Why Multi-site
The reason(s) an organization may have multiple data center sites or desire a multi-site
deployment are:
-

Disaster Avoidance / Disaster Recovery may be desired/required

-

Organization growth

-

A merger between organizations may result in multiple data center sites

-

Multiple data centers in different geographical locations to serve local offices/customers

-

Migration to a new data center

-

Resource Pooling may be desired across multiple data centers that exist due to
organizational growth, mergers, and compliance/business requirements. There may be
idle capacity at specific data center sites that can be utilized

All of the above-mentioned reasons can lead to an organization either already having
(brownfield) or desiring (greenfield) a multi-site data center solution. In most cases, the desire
will be to have active workloads across multiple sites to fully utilize resources across available
sites. An exception may be if a data center site is used solely for disaster recovery scenarios; in
most cases, even the disaster recovery site will be running active workloads to better utilize idle
resources.

When active workloads are running across both data center sites in a multi-site data center
solution, it’s called Active-Active multi-site.
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Traditional Multi-site Challenges
Traditional multi-site challenges when moving an application/workload across sites for workload
mobility, Disaster Avoidance / Disaster Recovery, or resource pooling scenarios, are:
-

Change in application IP address if workload is migrated across sites

-

Workload migration will also result in having to re-configure the physical network for
L2-L3 requirements for the application

-

Security policies for application will need to be recreated at secondary site or manually
synced. Security policies will also need to be updated with new application IP address

-

Other physical device configurations may need to be updated (Ex: Load Balancer)

-

Additional updates/reconfiguration may be required for any ACLs, DNS, or Application
IP Dependencies, etc.

To overcome these challenges some traditional solutions proposed have been:
1.) L2 Spanning Across Dark Fiber

FIGURE 3: MULTI -SITE DATA C ENTER SOLUTION U SING L2 SPANNING ACROSS DARK FIBER

Issues with spanning VLANs across sites as shown in this solution include:
-

Increasing failure domain between sites by spanning physical L2/VLANs

-

Bridging loops may occur causing instability across both sites

-

A broadcast storm will propagate across all sites and can cause a large-scale outage

-

Not agile or scalable – new workloads/applications/tenants will require additional
network configuration to span respective VLANs which will also be limited to 4096
VLANs
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-

Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) configuration needed, also creating additional overhead
and complexity

-

STP misconfiguration/re-convergence will cause instability

-

Inefficiencies due to STP blocked ports – loss of bandwidth and load balancing of traffic
across redundant paths. Result is underutilized network with 50% wasted bandwidth

-

Alternatives to avoid STP involve complex proprietary protocols that are hardware
dependent

-

Operationally challenging and hard to maintain

-

Focused only on network and L2 extension

-

Per device configuration with lack of automation/flexibility

2.) Managed Service: Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS)

FIGURE 4: MULTI -SITE DATA C ENTER SOLUTION U SING VPLS MANAGED SERVICE

Although a VPLS Managed Service provided by an ISP can provide multipoint L2 connectivity
across L3 and alleviate some of the issues of simply spanning L2 over dedicated fiber, other
issues arise:
-

Expensive

-

Inherently, a VPLS bridge does not require STP to prevent loops, however, local STP
misconfiguration/re-convergence can still cause instability at each site

-

Underutilized network at each site with 50% wasted bandwidth and local STP overhead
and complexity. Inefficiencies due to STP blocked ports locally – loss of bandwidth and
load balancing of traffic across redundant paths

-

Bridging loops can still occur locally and cause instability

-

Alternatives to avoid STP locally involve complex proprietary protocols that are
hardware dependent
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-

A typical VPLS deployment needs to learn customer MACs within all service provider
MPLS routers (PEs) which can cause MAC explosion issues. To avoid this PBB
(provider backbone bridging) is used which is MAC-in-MAC encapsulation; however,
this creates additional complexity in the service deployment

-

Not agile or scalable – lead times can take several months and new
workloads/applications will require additional network configuration; also, still limited to
limited to 4096 VLANs

-

Operationally challenging and hard to maintain

-

Focused only on network and L2 extension

-

Per device configuration with lack of automation/flexibility

3.) Hardware Based Overlay Approach (Ex: OTV)

FIGURE 5: MULTI -SITE DATA C ENTER SOLUTION U SING HARDWARE BASED OVERLAY (OTV)

Issues with hardware based overlay approaches like Overlay Transport Virtualization (OTV)
include:
-

Expensive

-

Hardware dependent requiring additional licenses and possibly a replacement of existing
switches if not supported on specific platform

-

Proprietary and complex

-

Operationally challenging and hard to maintain

-

Focused only on network and L2 extension

-

Per device configuration with lack of automation/flexibility
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Why VMware NSX for Multi-site Data Center Solutions
VMware NSX Network Virtualization provides a full set of
logical network and security services decoupled from the
underlying physical infrastructure. Distributed functions such
as Distributed Switching, Distributed Routing, and Distributed
Firewall provide for
FIGURE 6: NSX MULTI -SITE
more than just L2
extension across sites, but provides enhanced distributed
network functions.
Inherently, NSX provides the capability to extend L2 over
L3 network boundaries using a standards-based overlay
called VXLAN; this can also apply across data centers.
There is no need to span physical L2 for workload mobility
or recovery.

FIGURE 7: NSX NETWORK LOGICAL VIEW

Additionally, the following desirable characteristics are achieved:
•

Consistent Logical Networking Across Sites

•

Consistent Security Across Sites

•

Presentation of the same IP address space across sites

•

Works on top of any IP network

•

Software based solution, not hardware centric; can keep existing network infrastructure

•

As VXLAN is a standards based overlay, different vendors/organizations can provide
rich integration with third party products.

•

Integration with other VMware SDDC components such as vSphere and the vRealize
Automation Suite (vRealize Automation, vRealize Orchestrator, vRealize Operations,
vRealize Log Insight)

By providing consistent logical networking and security across sites via logical switches and
distributed firewall, VMware NSX allows application IP addresses to remain the same as
workloads are moved/migrated or recovered at another site. Further, the security/firewall
policies for the application are also are centrally managed and consistent across sites with no
need to manually sync security policies when an application is migrated or recovered to
another site as shown in Figure 8 below.
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FIGURE 8: APPLICATION RECOVERED AT SITE 2 MAINTAINS IP ADDRESS AND SECURITY POLICES ARE
C ONSISTENT ACROSS SITES SO NO NEED TO MANUALLY SYNC SECURITY POLICIES

Because of the points mentioned above, NSX provides enhanced solutions for Disaster Recovery
and multi-site solutions. Now that that the challenges for multi-site data centers and issues with
traditional approaches are understood, the remainder of this document will go into details of
multi-site data center solutions with NSX.

Multi-site with NSX
NSX offers multiple solutions for multi-site data center connectivity including L2VPN, single
instance NSX stretching logical networking across multiple sites (could be separate clusters or
vSphere metro storage cluster (vMSC) solution), and Cross-VC NSX.
In terms of multi-site data center solutions for Active-Active and DR uses cases, the below four
solution buckets exist, each with multiple deployment options.
1) Active-Active with NSX and Stretched vSphere Clusters (vSphere Metro Storage
Cluster) or Separate vSphere Clusters
2) Active-Active with NSX and Separate vSphere Clusters
3) Active-Active with Cross-VC NSX
4) Active-Active with L2VPN
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This guide will focus specifically on #3 Active-Active with Cross-VC NSX. This design guide
will discuss the architecture, key concepts, and deployment models for Cross-VC NSX.
However, for reference and comparison, each NSX multi-site solution providing L2 extension
across sites is described below with specific details about implementation, benefits, and when
requirements may dictate a specific solution deployment.

NSX Multi-Site Solutions
1.) Active-Active with NSX and Stretched vSphere Clusters (vSphere Metro Storage
Cluster)
In this solution vSphere clusters are stretched across sites. Anytime vSphere clusters are
stretched across sites, it’s known as a specific configuration called vSphere Metro Storage
Cluster (vMSC). A vMSC deployment also requires a stretched storage solution such as EMC
VPLEX. Since the vSphere clusters are stretched across sites, the same datastore must be present
and accessible at both sites.
A vMSC does not require NSX, but by deploying NSX with vMSC, one can get all the benefits
of logical networking and security such as flexibility, automation, consistent networking across
sites without spanning physical VLANs, and micro-segmentation. The connectivity between data
centers can be completely routed while leveraging VXLAN for L2 extension via L2 over L3.
Figure 9 below shows NSX deployed with vMSC.
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FIGURE 9: NSX WITH V MSC

A few things to note in the NSX with vMSC deployment displayed in Figure 9:
- a vMSC solution has a single vCenter at one site, and the Compute, Edge, and Management
clusters are all stretched across both sites
- a stretched storage solution, such as EMC VPLEX, is required for vMSC so the same datastore
is presented and available at both sides
- in vSphere 6, the maximum latency requirement for vMotion between sites is 150 ms RTT; in a
vMSC deployment, latency between sites is dictated by the storage vendor. In the case of EMC
VPLEX, the requirement is 10 ms RTT maximum latency.
- with vMSC deployments, the distances are within a metro area typically consisting of distances
within the same city or even within the same building; this is due to the storage latency
requirement for synchronous storage replication
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- since the vSphere clusters are stretched across sites, the native vSphere capabilities of High
Availability (HA) and DRS for resource balancing can be leveraged across sites
- this solution inherently provides Disaster Avoidance and basic Disaster Recovery
- all management components (vCenter, NSX Manager, NSX Controller Cluster) run at site 1
normally and can restart at site two via HA. Although possible as a solution, it is not necessary
to span physical L2 for management. Upon failover the same L2 segment can be made
available at site two
- logical networking and security across sites via NSX provides VM mobility and
micro-segmentation across sites without the need to span physical L2 VLANs
- a MTU of 1600 for VXLAN is required for the network connectivity between sites
- since vSphere clusters and logical networking and security is spanning across sites, there must
be a common administrative domain across sites
- the diagram in Figure 9 shows NSX ESGs deployed across both sites with ESGs at
site 1 being used for Egress for both sites; ESGs at site 2 are passive for egress traffic. This
active/passive Egress functionality is controlled by setting a preferred routing metric
for Site 1 Egress routes. It’s also possible to deploy an active-active Egress solution using
universal objects with the Local Egress feature; in this case only static routing is supported. In
both cases active workloads can reside at both sites. The active/passive model is preferred for
simplicity and to avoid asymmetric traffic flows. The ESGs at a single site can also be
deployed in HA mode if stateful services are required.

2.) Active-Active with NSX and Separate vSphere Clusters
In this solution, vSphere clusters are not stretched across sites. The vSphere clusters are local to
each site; therefore, stretched storage is not required and the latency requirement between sites
falls back to that of vMotion, which in vSphere 6.0 is 150 ms RTT. This latency requirement
between sites is in-line with the latency requirement of the NSX control plane which is also 150
ms maximum latency.
Figure 10 below displays NSX deployed with separate vSphere clusters. Note, each site has local
storage and the latency requirement between sites is maximum 150 ms RTT.
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FIGURE 10: NSX WITH SEPARATE V SPHERE C LUSTERS

A few things to note in the NSX with separate vSphere cluster deployment displayed in Figure
10:
- NSX with separate clusters at each site has a single vCenter at one site, and the Compute, Edge,
and Management clusters are local to each site (not stretched across sites)
- storage is local to each site, thus latency requirement between sites falls back to that of
vMotion, 150 ms RTT
- since storage is local to each site, and there is no storage latency requirement between sites, the
sites can be geographically dispersed
- since the vSphere clusters are not stretched across sites, cluster-level technologies such as
vSphere HA and DRS cannot be utilized across sites, but can be utilized local to each site
- since logical networking and security are spanning across sites, VM mobility and microsegmentation is possible across sites without spanning physical L2 VLANs
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- a MTU of 1600 for VXLAN is required for the network connectivity between sites
- since logical networking and security is spanning across sites, there must be a common
administrative domain across sites
- the diagram in Figure 10 shows NSX ESGs deployed across both sites with ESGs at
site 1 being used for Egress for both sites; ESGs at site 2 are passive for egress traffic. This
active/passive Egress functionality is controlled by setting a preferred routing metric
for Site 1 Egress routes. It’s also possible to deploy an active-active Egress solution using
universal objects with the Local Egress feature; in this case only static routing is supported. In
both cases active workloads can reside at both sites. The active/passive model is preferred for
simplicity and to avoid asymmetric traffic flows. The ESGs at a single site can also be
deployed in HA mode if stateful services are required.

3.) Active-Active with Cross-VC NSX
The Cross-VC NSX and Local Egress feature was introduced in NSX 6.2. Cross-VC NSX allows
for spanning logical networks and security across multiple vCenter domains, which may also be
across multiple sites. In this solution, vSphere clusters are not stretched across sites, but the NSX
logical networking and security domain spans across sites and vCenter domains.
Figure 11 below displays a Cross-VC NSX deployment. Note, each site has local storage and the
latency requirement between sites is maximum 150 ms RTT.
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FIGURE 11: C ROSS-VC NSX DEPLOYMENT

The Cross-VC NSX deployment displayed in Figure 11 above has the following characteristics:
- the Compute, Edge, and Management clusters are local to each site (not stretched across sites)
- storage is local to each site, thus latency requirement between sites falls back to that of
vMotion, 150 ms RTT
- since storage is local to each site, and there is no storage latency requirement between sites, the
sites can be geographically dispersed
- since the vSphere clusters are not stretched across sites, cluster-level technologies such as
vSphere HA and DRS cannot be utilized across sites but can be utilized local to each site
- for live migrations, an enhanced vMotion must be performed to move the workload and its
associated storage since the live migration is crossing vCenter boundaries and storage is local to
vCenter
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- since logical networking and security are spanning across sites, VM mobility and microsegmentation is possible across sites without spanning physical L2 VLANs
- Cross-VC NSX allows for spanning logical networking and security across vCenter domains,
which in this case also happen to be across multiple sites
- a MTU of 1600 for VXLAN is required for the network connectivity between sites
- since logical networking and security is spanning across sites, there must be a common
administrative domain across sites
- the diagram in Figure 11 shows NSX ESGs deployed across both sites with ESGs at
site 1 being used for Egress for both sites. ESGs at site 2 are passive for egress traffic; this
active/passive Egress functionality is controlled by setting a preferred routing metric
for Site 1 Egress routes. It’s also possible to deploy an active-active Egress solution using the
Local Egress feature; in both cases, static and dynamic routing is supported, and active
workloads can reside at both sites. With the Local Egress implementation, a Universal Control
VM would reside at both sites. The active/passive model is preferred for simplicity and to
avoid asymmetric traffic flows. The ESGs at a single site can also be deployed
in HA mode if stateful services are required.

4.) Active-Active with L2VPN
The NSX ESG provides L2VPN capabilities for simple L2 Extension across data center sites.
Common use cases for L2VPN are: 1.) Workload Migration 2.) Cloud Bursting & Onboarding

FIGURE 12: NSX L2VPN FOR L2 EXTENSION
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Figure 13 below displays NSX L2VPN leveraged for simple L2 Extension across two sites. In
this case, workloads on physical VLANs at Site 2 are being migrated to logical networks at Site
1. Note, in this example, the DLR at Site 1 is the gateway for both the logical networks at Site 1
and physical networks at Site 2. The logical switches at Site 1 also connect to the ESG for L2
extension to Site 2 via L2VPN. In this case, L2VPN is bridging between VXLAN and VLAN
backed networks.

FIGURE 13: NSX L2VPN U SED FOR L2 EXTENSION BETWEEN SITES AND TO MIGRATE WORKLOADS

As shown in Figure 14 below, NSX L2VPN supports a combination of networks. The L2
extension between sites can be VLAN to VLAN (same or different VLANs), VXLAN to
VXLAN (same or different VXLANs), and VLAN to VXLAN. A unique identifier called the
Tunnel ID is configured on both the ESG server and ESG client end, and this identifier is used
to provide the L2 extension across sites. All traffic flows over a single TLS over TCP connection
where the traffic is compressed and multiplexed.
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FIGURE 14: NSX L2VPN S UPPORTS A C OMBINATION OF NETWORKS

A few things to note in the NSX L2VPN deployment displayed in Figure 14:
- NSX is only deployed at Site 1. NSX is only required for the L2VPN server side. The client
side can deploy a standalone ESG L2VPN client; the standalone client only supports L2 and
cannot be used as a gateway
- NSX L2VPN server is deployed in HA mode. If the client side also has NSX deployed, the
L2VPN client can also be deployed in HA mode.
- NSX licensing is required only for the server-side, not for the client
- there is no specific latency requirement between sites; however, high latency would have a
negative impact on application performance
- since there is no stretched storage or storage latency requirement between sites, the sites can be
geographically dispersed
- there is different administrative/management domains across sites so migration is always cold
- in this deployment, the DLRs at Site 1 are the gateways for both the logical networks at Site 1
and the physical networks at Site 2; the gateway could also have been the ESG or a physical
router / L3 switch
- in this deployment, the ESGs at Site 1 are used for North/South Egress for both sites. NSX
L2VPN also supports Egress Optimization by using the same gateway on both sites; ARP
filtering on gateway address is used to avoid conflicting MAC address. This allows for local
North/South egress at both sites
- NSX L2VPN can provide a good solution for L2 extension if the requirement for 1600 MTU
for VXLAN cannot be met for some of the other solutions. The NSX L2VPN works by default
with 1500 MTU and can support up to 9000 MTU if needed
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FIGURE 15: NSX L2VPN TOPOLOGIES

Comparing NSX Multi-Site Solutions
The right NSX solution to deploy depends on several factors including bandwidth between
entities, latency between sites, MTU requirements, administrative domain, etc. Table 1 below
provides a comparison table between the different NSX options for NSX multi-site L2 extension
just discussed. The table also provides guidance when a particular solution may fit well based on
environment/customer requirements.
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NSX with vMSC

Scope
Network
Latency
across sites
requirement

Metro
<=10 ms
(EMC VPLEX)

Network MTU
requirement

1600 MTU
(VXLAN)

<= 5 ms for most
storage vendors

NSX with
Separate
Clusters
Geo
<=150 ms
(vSphere 6
vMotion) inline
with NSX Control
Plane latency of
<=150 ms

Cross-VC NSX

L2VPN

Geo
<= 150 ms
(vSphere 6
vMotion) inline
with NSX Control
Plane latency of
<=150 ms

Geo
No latency
requirement, but
high latency
results in poor
application
performance

1600 MTU
(VXLAN)

1600 MTU
(VXLAN)

1500 MTU default

Typical
bandwidth /
connectivity
between sites

>=10 Gbps

>=1 Gbps
(depends on
vMotion
requirements)

>=1 Gbps
(depends on
vMotion
requirements)

<=1 Gbps

Administrative
Domain

Common

Common

Common

Separate

Storage

Stretched Storage
(Metro)

Independent
Storage

Independent
Storage

Independent
Storage

Features

Seamless pooling
across
datacenters

VM mobility
across sites

VM mobility
across sites

NSX at one or
both ends

Resource
Pooling

Resource Pooling

Administrative
Domain across
sites can be
different

Can leverage
vSphere HA and
DRS capabilities
with consistent
networking and
security across
sites

Consistent
networking and
security across
sites

Consistent
networking and
security across
sites
Cross-VC NSX
can provide an
enhanced DR
solution

L2 extension to
data center or
cloud for
workload
migration or cloud
bursting

TABLE 1: NSX MULTI -SITE L2 EXTENSION OPTION C OMPARISON
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Cross VC NSX Overview
VMware NSX provides network virtualization technology that decouples the networking
services from the underlying physical infrastructure. By replicating traditional networking
hardware constructs and moving the network intelligence to software, logical networks can be
created efficiently over any basic IP network transport. The software based approach to
networking provides the same benefits to the network as server virtualization provided for
compute.
Pre-NSX 6.2, although NSX provides the flexibility, agility, efficiency and other benefits of
network virtualization, the logical networking and security was constrained to the boundaries of
one vCenter domain.
Figure 16 below shows NSX logical networking and security deployed within a single site and
across a single vCenter domain.

FIGURE 16: VMWARE NSX DEPLOYMENT - SINGLE SITE , SINGLE VC ENTER

Although it was possible to use NSX with one vCenter domain and stretch logical networking
and security across sites, the benefits of network virtualization with NSX was still limited to one
vCenter domain. Figure 17 below shows multiple vCenter domains which happen to also be at
different sites all requiring separate NSX controllers and having isolated logical networking and
security.
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FIGURE 17: PRE -NSX 6.2 C ROSS-VC NSX

The Cross-VC NSX feature introduced in VMware NSX 6.2, allows for NSX networking and
security support across multiple vCenters. Logical switches (LS), distributed logical routers
(DLR) and distributed firewall (DFW) can now be deployed across multiple vCenter domains.
These Cross-VC NSX objects are called Universal objects. The universal objects are similar to
local objects such as distributed logical switches, routers, and firewall except they have universal
scope, meaning they can span multiple vCenter instances.

With Cross-VC NSX functionality, in addition to the prior local-site scope objects, users can
implement universal objects such as Universal Logical Switches, Universal Logical Routers, and
Universal DFW across a multi-vCenter environment that can be within a single data center site
or across multiple data center sites.
The benefits of supporting NSX networking and security across multiple vCenter domains as

shown in Figure 18 below become immediately clear. Logical networking and security can be
enabled for application workloads that span multiple vCenters or multiple physical locations. For
instance, VMs can now vMotion across vCenter boundaries with consistent security policy
enforcement without having to manually modify/provision networking and security services. The
workload IP address and security enforcement remain consistent upon vMotion regardless of
vCenter or site.

In essence, NSX control and automation is expanded across vCenter boundaries whether within
or across data centers. This opens the door for many uses cases that can now be applied across
multiple vCenter domains which may also be across multiple sites: VM/workload mobility,
Disaster Avoidance, Disaster Recovery, Resource Pooling, Multi-site security
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FIGURE 18: VMWARE C ROSS-VC NSX DEPLOYMENT – MULTI -SITE , MULTIPLE VC ENTERS

This design guide will discuss the architecture and key concepts of Cross-VC NSX. In addition,
different deployment models will we explored and discussed in detail. This guide assumes the
reader already has a fundamental understanding of VMware NSX and basic design principles as
outlined in the VMware NSX Design Guide.

Cross VC NSX Use Cases
The Cross-VC NSX feature of NSX 6.2 resolves the prior limitation of logical networking and
security across vCenter boundaries. Cross-VC NSX allows for networking and security across
vCenter boundaries and allows users to not be constrained to scale limits of a single vCenter.
In addition, Cross-VC NSX supports the new mobility advancements in vSphere 6.0 such as
Cross-VC and long distance vMotion. The focus of this guide is to explain the architecture and
design considerations of a Cross-VC NSX deployment with vSphere 6.0.
Outlined below are several important use cases that Cross-VC NSX enables. The use cases are
covered briefly below.
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Use Case 1: Workload Mobility
Since logical networking and security can span multiple vCenter domains and multiple sites,
Cross-VC NSX allows for enhanced workload mobility which can not only span multiple sites
but also multiple vCenter domains across Active-Active data centers. Workloads can now move
between vCenter domains/sites on demand for tasks such as data center migration, data center
upgrades/security patches, disaster avoidance, etc. Workload mobility boundaries are no longer
constrained by artificial vCenter boundaries as the IP address and security policies for the
workload remain consistent across vCenter domains/sites.

FIGURE 19: WORKLOAD MOBILITY ACROSS V CENTER DOMAINS WITH C ONSISTENT NETWORKING AND SECURITY
POLICIES FOR THE APPLICATION

Use Case 2: Resource Pooling
By enabling logical networking and security across multiple vCenters, Cross-VC NSX allows for
the ability to access and pool resources from multiple vCenter domains. This allows for better
utilization of resources across multiple vCenter domains or sites. If resources such as storage,
CPU, or memory are low at one site, the workload can be deployed or migrated to another site
while still utilizing the same logical networking and security. Resources are no longer isolated
based on vCenter boundaries and idle capacity within another vCenter domain/site can be
leveraged for better overall resource utilization.
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FIGURE 20: RESOURCE POOLING AND BETTER UTILIZATION OF I DLE C APACITY ACROSS V C ENTER DOMAINS/SITES

Use Case 3: Unified Logical Networking and Security Policy
Cross-VC NSX enables a consistent security policy across vCenter boundaries and sites. NSX
provides centralized management on the primary NSX manager for security rules across all
vCenter domains/sites. Users are no longer required to manually replicate security policies across
different domains/sites. The NSX Rest API can also be leveraged so that only one call to the
primary NSX Manager at Site 1 results in a consistent security policy across all sites for the
application; this is demonstrated in Figure 21 below.

FIGURE 21: SECURITY POLICY AUTOMATION AND C ONSISTENT SECURITY ACROSS V C ENTER DOMAINS

Security is discussed in more detail in the Cross-VC NSX Security section of this guide.
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Use Case 4: Disaster Recovery
By enabling the span of logical networks and security across sites, Cross-VC NSX inherently
provides features desired for disaster recovery. Since logical networking and security spans
across sites, applications can recover at the recovery site upon a DR event and maintain their IP
addresses. Further, security enforcement for the application is maintained due to the universal
distributed firewall and security policies.
Also, using the Local Egress feature, NSX provides advanced control over egress traffic with
cluster or host level granularity. This allows the selection of which set of ESGs are used for
egress by traffic from the respective workloads. This can be a very powerful tool for various
partial failure scenarios.
Additionally, Cross-VC NSX also improves upon the disaster recovery use case typically
provided by VMware Site Recovery Manager (SRM). SRM has a 1:1 relationship to vCenter
server and utilizes an active/standby model. All workloads are running on the active site with
placeholder VMs at the standby recovery site in-case of failover.
NSX has tight product integration with SRM. For example, the source and destination networks
for the VMs are automatically mapped if they’re connected to Cross-VC NSX networks. There is
no longer a need to do any manual mapping as all networking and security services are
synchronized across sites; NSX also ensures that workloads maintain their IP addresses when
recovered.

FIGURE 22: SRM DR S OLUTION LEVERAGING C ROSS-VC NSX
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For more detailed information on this specific use case see the Enhanced Disaster Recovery with
Cross-VC NSX post on the VMware NSX Network Virtualization Blog and the Disaster
Recovery with NSX and SRM white paper/guide.
Now that the different NSX multi-site options and multi-site use cases have been covered, more
detail around the main topic of this guide, multi-site with Cross-VC NSX, is discussed in the
remainder of the document.

vSphere 6.0 Enhancement Considerations for NSX Deployment
Several enhancements within vSphere 6.0 positively impact the design and deployment of NSX
in different environments. Before digging into the details of Cross-VC NSX, these enhancements
should be well understood and are discussed below.

Platform Services Controller (PSC)
The infrastructure services of vCenter, such as vCenter Single Sign-On (SSO) have been
decoupled from vCenter and provided externally as an appliance or installed on a Windows
Server host. In vSphere 6, both Appliance-based or Windows-based PSCs can interoperate with
Appliance-based or Windows-based vCenter servers and have the same operational maximums.
There is also an option to install PSC embedded with vCenter; both options are discussed
further below.
Components that are installed with PSC 6.0 include:













VMware Appliance Management Service (only in Appliance-based PSC)
VMware License Service
VMware Component Manager
VMware Identity Management Service
VMware HTTP Reverse Proxy
VMware Service Control Agent
VMware Security Token Service
VMware Common Logging Service
VMware Syslog Health Service
VMware Authentication Framework
VMware Certificate Service
VMware Directory Service

PSC 6.0 is supported with:



VMware vCenter Server
VMware vCenter Inventory Services
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VMware vSphere Web Client
VMware Log Browser
VMware NSX for vSphere
VMware Site Recovery Manager
VMware vCloud Air
VMware vCloud Director
VMware vRealize Automation Center
VMware vRealize Orchestrator
VMware vSphere Data Protection
VMware vShield Manager

vSphere 6.0 supports both of the below models for deployment of PSC.

1.) vCenter with an Embedded PSC
All infrastructure vCenter services are installed on the same VM or physical server as the
vCenter server.

FIGURE 23: V C ENTER DEPLOYMENT WITH EMBEDDED PSC

2.) vCenter with an External PSC
All infrastructure vCenter services are installed as a separate system either as a VM appliance
or on a Windows Server host.
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FIGURE 24: V C ENTER DEPLOYMENT WITH EXTERNAL PSC

Although VMware NSX will work with both the embedded Platform Services Controller and the
external Platform Services Controller, it’s highly recommended to use the external PSC
introduced in vSphere 6.0 when installing vSphere.
The external PSC decouples the infrastructure services from vCenter allowing for a smaller
footprint and better resiliency
In addition, the benefits of using an external PSC with NSX include the following:
1.) Centralized management of NSX with Enhanced Link Mode
2.) Cross-VC vMotion from vSphere Web Client UI
Importantly, it should also be noted that the embedded PSC used across multiple vCenter servers
design model is deprecated and will be unsupported in the future. For more information on
recommended and deprecated embedded/external PSC deployment models see the following
VMware knowledge base article: List of recommended topologies for VMware vSphere 6.0.x
(2108548). The VMware vCenter Server 6.0 Deployment Guide is also a good reference for
additional vCenter and PSC deployment information.
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FIGURE 25: VMWARE NSX DEPLOYED ON VSPHERE 6.0 WITH EXTERNAL PSC AND MULTIPLE V CENTERS

Figure 26 below shows how the vSphere Web Client looks when connecting to a vCenter linked
to a PSC. In this case two vCenters are linked to a PSC. When connecting to one of the vCenters
via vSphere Web Client, enhanced link mode is enabled by default and all vCenters can be
managed from one GUI. As mentioned, this also allows for vMotion across vCenter boundaries
via GUI. If vCenter 1 or site 1 were to go down, a user could still connect via vSphere Web
Client to site 2 or vice-versa.
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FIGURE 26: ENHANCED LINK MODE VIA PSC

Some consideration should be given to greenfield deployments when considering future growth
and needs. Cross-VC NSX and Cross-VC in general require a single shared SSO across vCenter
domains for Enhanced Link Mode and for moving workloads across vCenter boundaries from
the GUI. The reason is, when using the vSphere Web Client, both vCenter Server instances must
be in Enhanced Linked Mode for visibility and must be in the same vCenter Single Sign-On
domain so that the source vCenter Server can authenticate to the destination vCenter Server.

Further, both vCenter Server instances must be time-synchronized with each other for correct
vCenter Single Sign-On token verification. As such, an NTP server must be setup and used for
time synchronization.

It’s important to know that it’s not possible to move a vCenter from one SSO domain to another.
In other words, one cannot repoint a vCenter server to a new PSC with different SSO domain at a
later point. With vSphere 6.0 U1 it’s possible to repoint vCenter to a different PSC provided that
the new PSC is in the same SSO domain as the original PSC. .
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vCenter Failure Protection
There are multiple options available for vCenter failure protection including VMware HA and
Windows Server Failover Cluster (WSFC). Additionally, for vCenter servers backed by
Microsoft SQL databases, SQL clustering and vSphere HA can be leveraged to prevent extended
downtime. vSphere deployment documentation should be leveraged for detailed discussion of
these topics.
With WSFC, two instances of vCenter Server are running on Windows servers and are in a
MSCS cluster, but only one instance is active at a time. VMware only supports 2 node clusters.
If running the vCenter Server Appliance, vSphere HA can be used to protect against hardware
failure. vSphere HA can also protect against guest OS failure through the use of heartbeat and
watchdog services.
For a more detailed description of options available for vCenter Server failure protection see the
following article: vCenter Server 6 Deployment Topologies and High Availability. Also, the
VMware vCenter Server 6.0 Deployment Guide provides additional vCenter deployment
information.
For a more detailed description of options available for Microsoft SQL Server and vSphere HA,
see the following document: Microsoft SQL Server on VMware Availability and Recovery
Options.

PSC Failure Protection
For resiliency, multiple external PSC instances can be used with one or more vCenter servers; in
this model, the PSC instances replicate state information between each other. However, when
using more than one PSC, a load balancer is required to distribute across the PSC instances.
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FIGURE 27: PSC AND V CENTER RESILIENCY

For more information on recommended and deprecated embedded/external PSC deployment
models see the following VMware knowledge base article: List of recommended topologies for
VMware vSphere 6.0.x (2108548). The VMware vCenter Server 6.0 Deployment Guide is also a
good reference for additional vCenter and PSC deployment information.

Cross-VC vMotion
vSphere 6.0 added Cross-VC functionality, meaning that vMotion is now supported across
vCenters and L3 connectivity. If an external PSC is used, both vCenters can be centrally
managed and vMotion can be initiated from the GUI. If an embedded PSC is used, vMotion
between vCenters can only be triggered via vSphere API/SDK; this is also a reason why it’s
recommended to use an external PSC when deploying Cross-VC NSX. For Cross-VC
functionality, it’s important to note the following requirements:
1.) When using the vSphere Web Client for vMotion, both vCenter Server instances must be in
Enhanced Linked Mode and must be in the same vCenter Single Sign-On domain so that the
source vCenter Server can authenticate to the destination vCenter Server. Note, when using
the vSphere APIs/SDK, both vCenter Server instances may exist in separate vSphere Single
Sign-On domains.
2.) Both vCenter Server instances must be time-synchronized with each other for correct
vCenter Single Sign-On token verification.
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It’s important to note the Cross-VC vMotion features require a vSphere Enterprise Plus license.

Long Distance vMotion
vSphere 6.0 added support for long-distance vMotion, which increases the maximum round-trip
latency limit for a vMotion network from 10 milliseconds to 150 milliseconds. Considering just
the long-distance vMotion support for a multi-site deployment, this allows support of networks
with varying network latencies across sites up to 150 ms RTT latency. Cross-VC NSX features
do not add any additional latency requirements, but the support for multiple vCenters in NSX
6.2 benefits from this vSphere enhancement by relaxing the requirements on a vMotion
network. The NSX control plane requirement of <= 150 ms is in-line with that of the new
vMotion latency requirement introduced in vSphere 6.0.

It’s important to note the long distance vMotion features require a vSphere Enterprise Plus
license.

Cross-VC NSX Terminology
The Cross-VC NSX functionality added in NSX 6.2 introduces some new terminology and
architecture/concepts. Before going into detail on architecture and concepts, it’s important to
have a basic understanding of the new terminology associated with Cross-VC NSX.
Local Objects
Local objects are local to a single vCenter instance. Local objects are labeled as Global within
the NSX UI.
Universal Objects
Objects that are universal are associated with multiple vCenter domains or span across multiple
vCenters. Universal objects are labeled as Universal within the NSX UI.
Primary NSX Manager
Used to deploy and configure NSX Universal objects. Only one NSX Manager can be primary.
A primary NSX Manager can be demoted to a secondary NSX Manager.
Secondary NSX Manager
Universal objects cannot be created on the secondary NSX Manager, but universal objects are
synchronized to the secondary NSX Manager/site from the primary NSX Manager. There can be
a maximum of seven secondary NSX Managers. A secondary NSX Manager can be promoted to
a primary NSX Manager.
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Universal Synchronization Service (USS)
Runs on the primary NSX manager to replicate only the universal objects to the secondary NSX
Managers.
Universal Control Cluster (UCC)
Maintains information about local and universal logical objects such as universal logical
switches and universal logical routers as well as local logical switches and local logical routers
that are local to a vCenter domain.
Universal Transport Zone (UTZ)
Defined from the NSX Manager as the span of universal logical objects across vSphere clusters.
Clusters that will participate in universal logical networking and security across multiple
vCenters must be configured as part of this universal transport zone. There can only be one UTZ
across a Cross-VC NSX deployment.
Universal Logical Switch (ULS)
Same as logical switch (LS) but able to span across multiple vCenter domains. Allows for L2
connectivity across multiple vCenters. A LS is universal if it is deployed in a UTZ.
Universal Distributed Logical Router (UDLR)
Same as distributed logical router (DLR) but able to span across multiple vCenter domains.
Allows for L3 connectivity for universal logical switches.
Universal Distributed Firewall (UDFW)
Distributed firewall (DFW) spanning across vCenter boundaries and providing a consistent
security model across all vCenter domains/sites.
Universal Firewall Rules
DFW rules that are configured under the Universal section of the DFW and apply across
vCenter boundaries.
Universal Network and Security Objects
The Universal section of the DFW supports the following network and security objects:
Universal IP Sets, Universal MAC Sets, Universal Security Groups, Universal Services,
Universal Service Groups.
Local Egress
Allows control of what routes are provided to ESXi hosts based on an identifier, the Locale ID.
The UCC learns the routes form a particular site/vCenter domain and associates the learned
routes with the Locale ID. If Local Egress is not enabled, the Locale ID is ignored and all ESXi
hosts connected to the universal logical router receive the same routes. Local Egress can be
enabled only when creating a UDLR.
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Architecture and Key Concepts
NSX Manager Roles
As prior, NSX 6.2 still maintains a 1:1 relationship between NSX Manager and vCenter server.
However, with Cross-VC NSX, multiple vCenter servers are supported with logical networking
and security but each vCenter still maintains a 1:1 relationship with an instance of NSX
Manager: one NSX Manager is in a primary role and the rest are in a secondary role. After
assigning the primary role to the first NSX Manager, additional NSX Managers can be registered
as secondary. Up to eight NSX Manager/vCenter pairs are supported, with one NSX Manager
being primary.
The primary NSX Manager is used to deploy the Universal Control Cluster (UCC) at its local
vCenter domain providing the control plane for the Cross-VC NSX environment. The secondary
NSX Managers do not have their own control clusters deployed in their local domain; instead,
each vCenter domain/site and respective secondary NSX Manager use the UCC for both local
and universal control plane and objects.
As shown below in Figure 28, the primary NSX Manager will use the Universal Synchronization
Service (USS) to replicate only the universal objects to the secondary NSX managers. Note the
UCC resides only on the site of the primary NSX manager.

FIGURE 28: MULTI -SITE NSX DEPLOYMENT WITH MULTIPLE V C ENTERS

The USS only runs on the primary NSX manager and manages syncing any universal objects
created on the primary NSX manager to all registered secondary NSX managers. By default, the
USS service is stopped on the NSX Manager; it’s started only when the primary role is assigned.
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When secondary NSX Managers are registered with the primary NSX Manager, an internal user
account that has access to the universal objects is created on the secondary NSX Manager; this
internal user account is used for synchronization of the universal objects by the USS; it also has
read-only access to the universal objects.
The USS runs on demand when universal objects are created or modified and also runs on a
periodic basis every 30 seconds to ensure consistency across the multi-vCenter environment. It
can also be initiated manually on the primary NSX Manager via the GUI as shown in Figure 29
below.

FIGURE 29: MANUALLY I NITIATING UNIVERSAL SYNCHRONIZATION SERVICE (USS)

The USS process performs a full sync operation and performs a differential between primary and
secondary NSX Managers and synchronizes the differences. Figure 30 below shows the USS
running on a primary NSX Manager.
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FIGURE 30: USS ON PRIMARY NSX MANAGER REPLICATING U NIVERSAL OBJECTS

The different roles a NSX Manager can assume are described in more detail below.

Standalone Role:
The standalone role is the default role for NSX Manager and means it is not participating in a
Cross-VC NSX deployment and all of the objects are local. This was the only role for NSX
Manager prior to the Cross-VC NSX functionality added in NSX 6.2. If a NSX Manager needs to
be removed from a Cross-VC NSX deployment, it must first be put in a transit role and all
universal objects must be deleted before changing it to a standalone role.
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Primary Role:
There is only one primary NSX Manager in a Cross-VC NSX deployment. The primary NSX
Manager is used to deploy the UCC at the local site. The primary and all secondary NSX
Managers communicate with the UCC for control plane functionality.
Universal objects and universal security policies can only be created via the primary NSX
Manager. The universal objects and security policies are replicated to the secondary NSX
manager(s) via the USS. In Enhanced Link Mode, both the primary and secondary NSX
Managers can be managed from the same GUI. Local objects to a given NSX Manager domain
can still be created using the respective NSX Manager.
The screenshots below show a standalone NSX Manager being made primary. One can click on
the NSX Manager, click the Actions button, and select Assign Primary Role.

FIGURE 31: ASSIGNING PRIMARY ROLE TO STANDALONE NSX MANAGER
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FIGURE 32: C ONFIRMING PRIMARY ROLE ASSIGNMENT TO STANDALONE NSX MANAGER

FIGURE 33: STANDALONE NSX MANAGER MADE PRIMARY NSX MANAGER

Secondary Role:
Only one NSX Manager in a Cross-VC NSX deployment can be primary; the rest of the NSX
Managers (up to seven additional NSX Managers) must be secondary. The secondary role gets
assigned when a standalone NSX Manager is registered with the primary NSX Manager.
Although universal objects can only be created from the primary NSX Manager, local objects
can still be created using the respective local NSX Manager.
The universal objects and security policies are replicated to the secondary NSX manager(s) via
the USS on the primary NSX Manager. An internal user with access to the universal objects
exists on each NSX Manager and helps with creating the universal objects locally once initiated
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by the USS on the primary NSX Manager. The secondary NSX Manager has read-only access
and can view universal objects but cannot create or edit them.

In cases of primary site failure, a secondary NSX Manager must be manually promoted to a
primary NSX Manager. Failure scenarios and recovery are discussed in more detail in the
Recovering NSX Components section.
The screenshots further below show a standalone NSX Manager being made secondary. One can
click on the primary NSX Manager, click the Actions button, and select Add Secondary NSX
Manager. Note three Universal Controllers (the required and maximum supported) have already
been deployed from the primary NSX Manager prior to adding a secondary NSX Manager; this
allows for an easy scale-out model by starting with one vCenter/NSX Manager domain and
adding others as the organization scales.

When moving the NSX Manager from standalone mode to primary mode, it’s recommended to
select the Update Controller State option from the Actions button options; this ensures all
controller information is updated. The Update Controller State action pushes the current
VXLAN and DLR configuration (including Universal Objects in a Cross-VC NSX deployment)
from NSX Manager to the Controller Cluster.

In a brownfield environment where multiple NSX Manager domains are already installed, the
controllers at the primary site do not have to be deleted. The NSX Manager can simply be made
primary and the Update Controller State option from the Actions button options should be
selected.
The local controllers at the secondary sites can be deleted, and when the NSX Managers at the
secondary sites are registered with the primary NSX Manager, the UCC configuration is copied
over to the secondary NSX manager and respective ESXi hosts. The Update Controller State
option from the Actions button options should be selected at each of the secondary NSX
Managers once they are registered with the primary NSX Manager. At this point all NSX
Manager domains are using the UCC at the primary site.
See the Universal Objects and Cross-VC NSX Communication section and ULS Creation
Example section in this document for additional details and considerations that need to be taken
into account when creating universal objects.
Below, when registering a secondary NSX Manager to the primary NSX Manager, the Add
Secondary NSX Manager option needs to be selected.
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FIGURE 34: ADDING A SECONDARY NSX MANAGER

Figure 35 shows that the credentials for the secondary NSX Manager that must be provided for
successfully registering it with the primary NSX Manager.

FIGURE 35: PROVIDING SECONDARY NSX MANAGER LOGIN C REDENTIALS

Note, in Figure 36 below, once the secondary NSX Manager is registered with the primary NSX
Manager, three more controllers appear under the NSX Controller Nodes section. However, no
additional controllers were actually created. Only the Universal Controller Cluster at the primary
site is used. The Universal Controller Cluster must always be deployed in the vCenter domain
the primary NSX Manager is linked to. The additional rows below are displayed to show the
status and connectivity of the controllers across the different NSX Manager domains.
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Looking at the NSX Manager column below, one can see the bottom three controllers are linked
with the primary NSX Manager at IP address 10.100.1.72 and the top three controllers are linked
with the secondary NSX Manager at IP address 10.200.1.72. Under the NSX Controller nodes
column, one can see the IP addresses for the controllers are the same across both vCenter/NSX
Manager domains, confirming there are only three actual controllers.
Note, the primary NSX Manager rows have the green box status icons under the Peers column;
this can be used to quickly identify the rows corresponding to the Universal Controller Cluster
and the primary NSX Manager domain connectivity.

FIGURE 36: SECONDARY NSX MANAGER SUCCESSFULLY REGISTERED WITH PRIMARY NSX MANAGER

Transit Role:
The transit role is a temporary role for when a NSX Manager needs to be demoted from a
primary or secondary role and configuration changes need to be made. There is no separate
option to move to a transit role but it is done automatically when removing a primary or
secondary role from the respective NSX Manager.
Figure 37 below shows a secondary NSX Manager (10.200.1.72) being removed from a primary
NSX Manager (10.100.1.72).
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FIGURE 37: REMOVING A SECONDARY NSX MANAGER FROM PRIMARY NSX MANAGER

Sometimes the respective secondary NSX Manager may not be accessible due to connectivity
issues; the Perform operation even if NSX Manager is inaccessible option allows the
secondary NSX Manager to still be removed even if the secondary NSX Manager is inaccessible.

FIGURE 38: C ONFIRMING REMOVAL OF SECONDARY NSX MANAGER

Figure 39 shows the result once the secondary NSX Manager is successfully removed. Note, the
respective rows showing the controller connectivity to the secondary NSX Manager/vCenter
domain are automatically removed once the secondary NSX Manager has the secondary role
removed; at this point the secondary NSX Manager automatically goes into transit role.
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FIGURE 39: SECONDARY ROLE ON NSX MANAGER SUCCESSFULLY REMOVED

Note, there is only one case of when universal objects must be deleted when transitioning roles
and that is when moving a NSX Manager from a non-Standalone role to standalone role. If
moving a NSX Manager from primary or secondary role to a standalone role, if Universal
Objects still exist, the NSX Manager will automatically be placed in a transit role. Universal
Objects must be manually deleted before NSX Manager is put into the standalone role, which is
the default role for NSX Manager.

Universal Controller Cluster (UCC)
Three NSX controllers are supported within a UCC, and the same three NSX controllers are
used by all NSX Manager/vCenter domains. This UCC is associated with the primary NSX
Manager, and must be deployed from the primary NSX Manager into the vCenter inventory of
the vCenter managed by the primary NSX Manager. If the UCC already exists, as secondary
NSX Managers are registered, the respective controller information is imported to the secondary
NSX Managers; the USS is leveraged to accomplish this.
The UCC is used as a shared object for both local objects for each NSX Manager domain
and universal objects that span across multiple NSX Manager domains.

Up to three controllers are supported, and, for resiliency and performance reasons, it’s highly
recommended that each controller reside on a separate server and all controllers reside within the
same cluster; anti-affinity rules should be used to prevent controllers from residing on the same
host. All controllers must be in the same vCenter domain the primary NSX Manager is linked to.
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The UCC supports three controller nodes and must always be deployed with an odd number of
nodes. The requirement of controller node majority and placement of UCC within primary NSX
Manager domain/site prevents split brain scenarios. A split brain scenario would cause
controllers to behave independently at each site without knowledge of updates/changes of
controllers at other site; this would result in inconsistency and communication issues across sites.
Complete separation of control plane and data plane allow for programmed data forwarding to
continue; only control plane is affected upon UCC failure. On the rare occasion of a primary site
failure, UCC can be deployed at new primary site. See the Recovering NSX Components section
of this document for additional details.

Universal Objects and Cross-VC NSX Communication
A few key points to remember in terms of universal objects:
1.) One Universal Transport Zone (UTZ) is supported and all universal objects will be part of
this UTZ spanning across multiple vCenter environments. The UTZ defines the span of the
universal objects. Multiple local transport zones, if needed, can still be utilized in parallel.
Figure 40 below shows both a local transport zone (scope of global) and a universal
transport zone (scope of universal) being utilized. Note, the control plane mode for each
respective transport zone can be different. In this case both are using Unicast mode.
Control plane mode and how broadcast, unicast, and multicast traffic is handled will be
discussed in more detail in the Handling Broadcast, Unicast, Multicast (BUM) Traffic
section of this document. Note, universal objects always appear with a globe pictured as part
of the icon.

FIGURE 40: LOCAL AND U NIVERSAL TRANSPORT Z ONE BEING U TILIZED

2.) All universal objects must be created/managed via the primary NSX Manager.
3.) The USS only runs on the primary NSX Manager and is always stopped on the secondary
NSX Manager(s) as shown in Figure 41 and Figure 42 below respectively. This service will
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replicate universal object configuration to the secondary NSX Managers. This is also how
the secondary NSX Managers learn the UCC configuration.

FIGURE 41: USS ONLY RUNS ON PRIMARY NSX MANAGER

4.) A local LS cannot connect to a UDLR; a local LS must connect to local DLR. A ULS
cannot connect to local DLR; a ULS must connect to a UDLR. ESGs can connect to both
local and universal logical switches, thus can provide routing between local and universal
networks.
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FIGURE 42: USS ALWAYS STOPPED ON SECONDARY NSX MANAGER (S)

Figure 43 below displays a diagram of how the different NSX components communicate in a
Cross-VC NSX deployment. One thing to note here is that the same protocols and ports are used
as a standard NSX deployment. The only additional communication occurring is the USS
replicating universal objects/configuration between the primary and secondary NSX Managers,
and this occurs over standard TLS/TCP (port 443) leveraging NSX REST API. The Cross-VC
NSX communication process is described in detail further below.
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FIGURE 43: C ROSS-V C ENTER NSX C OMPONENT C OMMUNICATION

As mentioned prior, the USS only runs on the primary NSX Manager. Each NSX Manager has a
TLS over TCP connection (port 443) to its respective vCenter. Using vSphere API calls, the
respective NSX Manager is able to learn the vCenter inventory, prepare hosts for NSX, and
deploy NSX appliances as needed.
Each NSX Manager has a message bus connection using Advanced Message Queuing Protocol
(AMQP) over TLS/TCP (port 5671) with ESXi hosts in its respective vCenter domain and is
responsible for maintaining these connections. This message bus is used for tasks such as
configuring edge appliances and pushing DFW rules.
The UCC resides at the site of the vCenter managed by the primary NSX Manager and is also
deployed via primary NSX Manager. It has a secure TLS connection to each of the NSX
Managers (port 443). When other NSX Managers register as secondary as shown below in
Figure 44, a unique system user is created on the secondary NSX Manager with read-only
privileges to universal objects. This system user is internal to the system and not accessible or
viewable via GUI or REST API call.
If the UCC is deployed, the UCC configuration is synced to the secondary NSX Manager via
USS and pushed down to each host via the message bus connection each NSX Manager has with
its respective ESXi hosts. Each ESXi host then uses its netcpa agent to make a control plane
connection via an internal protocol to the UCC via TLS/TCP (port 1234). Over this connection,
control plane information such as ARP, MAC, VTEP (Virtual Tunnel Endpoint), and forwarding
table information is communicated.
Note, in Figure 44 below, the secondary NSX Manager is added by selecting the primary NSX
Manager and using the Actions button to select Add Secondary NSX Manager. As you can see,
before it’s added as a secondary NSX Manager, the NSX Manager has a Standalone role, which
is the default.
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FIGURE 44: ADDING A SECONDARY NSX MANAGER

The process of how universal object creation/replication works is described below using a
universal distributed firewall rule (UDFW) and universal logical switch (ULS) example.

UDFW Rule Creation Example
1. UDFW rule is created on the primary NSX Manager
2. The UDFW rule is stored locally in the NSX Manager database
3. The UDFW rule is pushed down the message bus to respective ESXi hosts. At the same time,
the USS on the primary NSX Manager replicates the UDFW rule to the secondary NSX
Managers
4. Secondary NSX Managers store UDFW rule locally in the NSX Manager database.
5. The secondary NSX Managers push the UDFW rule down to respective ESXi hosts via the
message bus.
Note, the UCC is not utilized in UDFW rule creation.
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FIGURE 45: UDFW C REATION PROCESS

ULS Creation Example
1. ULS is created on the primary NSX Manager
2. The ULS configuration is stored locally in the NSX Manager database
3. The ULS configuration is pushed to the UCC. At the same time, the USS on the primary NSX
Manager replicates the ULS configuration to the secondary NSX Managers.
4. The secondary NSX managers store the ULS configuration locally.
The steps in blue in Figure 46 represent creation of a ULS. The steps in red represent creation of
a local logical switch (LS). Note, universal objects can only be created from the primary NSX
Manager, but local objects can be created from the domain local NSX Manager. Also, note the
LS configuration is also pushed to the UCC. The UCC is a shared object and stores both local
objects for all NSX Manager domains and universal objects spanning all NSX Manager domains.
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FIGURE 46: ULS C REATION PROCESS AND LS C REATION PROCESS

When configuring the Segment IDs (VNIs) that will be used for local and universal logical
switches, it’s important to note that the local and universal Segment IDs should not overlap.
Also, since the UCC is a shared object managing both the universal and local objects for all
vCenter domains, the local Segment IDs for the different vCenter domains should also not
overlap.

If deploying multiple NSX domains and considering deploying Cross-VC NSX in the future,
planning the Segment IDs across NSX domains so there is no overlap can save considerable
time and effort in the future when moving to a Cross-VC NSX setup.
If a Cross-VC NSX deployment in a brownfield environment is being done where multiple NSX
Manager domains already exist, if there are overlapping VNIs across different NSX Manager
domains, the existing VNIs in each domain need to be migrated to a unique VNI range. If an
upgrade to NSX 6.2 was done, this step should be performed after the upgrade while the NSX
Manager is still in standalone mode. The NSX REST API must be utilized to perform the VNI
pool migration. See Appendix A – Cross-VC NSX REST API Call Examples for details on the
specific NSX REST API call.
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FIGURE 47: C ONFIGURING SEGMENT IDS FOR LOCAL AND U NIVERSAL OBJECTS

L2 Bridging Between Logical and Physical Network
For communication between workloads on the physical network and workloads on logical
networks routing can be used or bridging to a local logical switch can be utilized. Although L2
bridging between local logical switches and physical VLANs via software or hardware gateway
can be done, this is not currently available with universal logical switches. Two approaches are
shown below for communicating between physical workloads and workloads on universal
logical switches; in both cases, the workloads on the physical network and workloads on the
universal network must be on different subnets.

Both examples below leverage the fact that ESGs can connect to both local and universal logical
switches. In Figure 48 below, routing via ESG is used for communication between workloads on
the physical network and workloads on the universal logical network.
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FIGURE 48: ROUTING VIA ESG BETWEEN PHYSICAL NETWORK AND UNIVERSAL LOGICAL NETWORK

If communication is also needed between the same physical workload and workloads on local
logical switches, the physical workload can use software or hardware L2 bridge (NSX 6.2.3) to
bridge between the physical network and local logical network, and the ESG can be used to route
between the local and universal networks as shown below in Figure 49.
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FIGURE 49: NSX L2 BRIDGE U SED FOR C OMMUNICATION BETWEEN PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL WORKLOADS

Handling Broadcast, Unicast, Multicast (BUM) traffic
There is no difference with how multi-destination or BUM traffic is handled in a Cross-VC NSX
deployment when compared to how BUM traffic is handled with a single vCenter domain NSX
deployment. In both cases, there are three BUM replication modes Unicast, Hybrid, and
Multicast that can be utilized at both the transport zone level and the logical switch level, which
can override the setting selected at the transport zone.
Figure 50 below shows the option to mark the transport zone as universal and select the desired
replication mode. The replication options are the same as for when creating a local transport
zone. Once a universal transport zone is created, the next time a transport zone is created, the
checkbox to make it universal will not appear as only one universal transport zone can be
created. Multiple local transport zones can be created for local objects that can co-exist with the
universal transport zone.
In a Cross-VC NSX deployment, the UCC informs the ESXi hosts across all vCenter domains of
the respective VTEPs via the control plane. This control plane connection consists of a user
world agent (netcpa) on each ESXi host connecting to the UCC with TLS over TCP as described
in the Architecture and Key Concepts section of this document earlier. The UCC is a shared
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object used by both local and universal objects and only exists within the vCenter domain that
the primary NSX manager is linked to.
The three different replication modes are described briefly further below. For a more detailed
explanation, please reference the VMware NSX Design Guide.

FIGURE 50: C REATING A UNIVERSAL TRANSPORT Z ONE AND SELECTING THE REPLICATION MODE

Similar to when deploying local logical switches in a local transport zone, universal logical
switches are created by deploying them in a universal transport zone as shown in Figure 51. You
can see, the same replication mode options exist at the universal logical switch level. The default
replication mode selected is that of the transport zone, but can be overridden at the universal
logical switch level.

It’s recommended to keep the default replication mode inherited by the universal transport zone
for consistency in behavior for handling BUM traffic which allows for ease of troubleshooting.
However, if warranted, for example by applications on specific subnets that use heavy broadcast
or multicast traffic, it is possible to create logical switches leveraging hybrid or multicast
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replication modes specifically while using unicast mode for all other logical switches.

FIGURE 51: DEPLOYING A UNIVERSAL LOGICAL SWITCH

ARP Suppression
Before looking at the BUM replication options for universal logical switches, which as
mentioned is similar to those of creating local logical switches, it must be understood that
typically most BUM traffic on a network consists of ARP traffic. ARP traffic is handled
efficiently by the NSX controllers. The controllers populate their local ARP table as VMs poweron; this allows the controllers to perform the ARP suppression functionality.
Thus, when a VM needs to communicate to another VM, any ARP requests are intercepted by
the local ESXi host the VM is running on, the controller cluster is queried for the respective
MAC address, and the information is sent back to the originating ESXi host and sent to the VM
as if the destination VM responded. This ARP suppression mechanism reduces the need to flood
ARP broadcast requests across a network where workloads exist on the respective logical L2
domains.

As a benefit to the ARP suppression functionality, the ARP traffic which is typically the majority
of the BUM traffic is removed from the need to replicate via below mentioned modes. BUM
replication modes below are utilized mostly for broadcast and multicast traffic.
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BUM Replication Modes
Unicast
Unicast mode allows for BUM replication without any configuration on the switch by leveraging
the UCC. In unicast mode, there is complete decoupling of the logical and physical network with
no reliance on the physical switches to assist with handling BUM traffic.
The source ESXi host where BUM traffic is initially received from the VM replicates the traffic
locally via unicast as it knows all VTEPs within the segment via UCC. For VTEPs on different
segments, a Unicast Tunnel End Point (UTEP) is selected by the source ESXi host. Unicast
traffic is sent to the UTEP with the REPLICATE_LOCALLY bit set within the VXLAN
header. The UTEP then replicates the BUM traffic locally on its L2 segment via unicast.
An important feature to know is that every UTEP will only replicate traffic to ESXi hosts on a
local segment that have at least one VM actively connected to the logical network where multidestination traffic is destined; this optimizes performance by not sending BUM traffic to hosts
that have no active workloads for the respective logical network.
Thus, especially for multi-site deployments, it’s important to understand that traffic will only be
sent by the source ESXi node to the remote UTEPs if there is at least one active VM connected
to an ESXi host in that remote segment.

Unicast mode is suitable for most deployments as it is scalable by design and avoids any physical
network dependencies.

However, if there is a large amount of broadcast or multicast traffic generated by applications or
L2 segments for the transport network are large, hybrid or multicast mode can be used. Hybrid
mode is preferred over multicast mode due to the fact that only L2 multicast configuration on
physical switches is required and both unicast and multicast is leveraged.
Hybrid
Hybrid mode leverages L2 multicast for BUM replication local to the transport L2 segment. This
requires L2 multicast configuration on the ToR switches. Each logical switches must also be
associated with respective multicast group within NSX by inputting a multicast range for logical
switches to use. IGMP snooping is required on the ToR switches and IGMP querier is also
highly recommended to manage multicast traffic on the switch and trigger IGMP report
messages. In hybrid mode the ESXi hosts send an IGMP join when there are local VMs
interested in receiving multi-destination traffic.
For VTEPs on different segments, a Multicast Tunnel End Point (MTEP) is selected by the
source ESXi node. Unicast traffic is sent to the MTEP with the REPLICATE_LOCALLY bit
set within the VXLAN header. The MTEP then replicates the BUM traffic locally on its L2
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segment via L2 multicast.
Hybrid mode is recommended for deployments where applications are generating a large amount
of broadcast or multicast traffic or where the L2 segments for the transport network are large.

Multicast
With Multicast replication mode, NSX completely offloads the replication of BUM traffic to the
physical switches. L2 multicast (IGMP Snooping) is used for the transport local segment and L3
multicast (PIM) is used for VTEPs on different segments.
Multicast mode is the process for handling BUM traffic as specified by IETF RFC 7348 for
VXLAN and does not leverage NSX for handling BUM replication via a controller-based
mechanism. This behavior does not leverage the decoupling of logical and physical networking
as communication in the logical space is predicated on the multicast configuration required in the
physical network infrastructure. In this mode, a multicast IP address must be associated to each
defined VXLAN/segment.
To ensure multicast traffic is also delivered to VTEPs in a different subnet from the source
VTEP, the network administrator must configure PIM and enable L3 multicast routing (PIM).
When deploying multicast mode replication, a multicast IP address must be associated to each
defined VXLAN L2 segment (logical switch).

It’s important to note, similar to no overlap between local segment IDs and universal segment
IDs, there should not be any overlap in the multicast addresses used for universal logical
switches and those used for local logical switches. This would create unnecessary BUM traffic
across local and universal transports and would be inefficient in a multi-vCenter deployment.
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FIGURE 52: ENABLING MULTICAST ADDRESSING

Consideration must be given on how to perform the mapping between VXLAN segments and
multicast groups. The first option is to perform a 1:1 mapping. This has the advantage of
providing multicast traffic delivery in a very granular fashion; a given ESXi host would receive
traffic for a multicast group only if at least one local VM is connected to the corresponding
multicast group. Negatively, this option may significantly increase the amount of multicast state
required in physical network devices, and understanding the maximum number of groups those
platforms can support is critical.
The other choice involves leveraging a single multicast group for all the defined VXLAN
segments. This dramatically reduces the volume of multicast state in the transport infrastructure,
but may cause unnecessary traffic to be received by the ESXi hosts.
The most common strategy involves the decision to deploy an m:n mapping ratio as a trade-off
scenario between these two options. With this configuration, every time a new VXLAN segment
is instantiated, up to the maximum specified “m” value; it will be mapped to a multicast group
part of the specified range in round robin fashion. In this implementation, VXLAN segment “1”
and “n+1” will be using the same group. However, as mentioned, multicast addresses should not
be mixed between local and universal segments.
Multicast mode is an available legacy option as defined by IETF RFC 7348 for VXLAN, but
typically not required or desired due to complete dependency on complex physical switch
configuration for L3 multicast.

Cross-VC NSX Security
With Cross-VC NSX it is also possible to create universal security rules that span across multiple
vCenter domains which may also be across multiple sites. UDFW rules are configured from the
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primary NSX Manager similar to any other universal object. Similar to networking, with one
centralized point of configuration, an end-user can configure consistent security policies across
multiple vCenter domains/sites.

FIGURE 53: C ONSISTENT SECIURITY POLICIES A CROSS V C ENTER DOMIANS WITH CROSS-VC NSX

Furthermore, the NSX REST API can be leveraged, allowing a single point of configuration for a
custom script/program which allows for automation of consistent security policies across
vCenter boundaries as shown in Figure 54 below.

FIGURE 54: LEVERAGING NSX REST API AT PRIMARY SITE TO GET C ONSISTENT SECURITY ACROSS SITES

This specific scenario of automation of security policies and how it can be leveraged with NSX
is discussed in more detail on this post on the VMware NSX Network Virtualization Blog:
Automating Security Group and Policy Creation with NSX REST API.
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UDFW allows for consistent security across vCenter domains/sites which is critical for solutions
such as Disaster Recovery (DR) and Active/Active sites where you have Cross-VC traffic flows.
Figure 55 below demonstrates how UDFW can be leveraged to provide micro-segmentation
across vCenter domains.

FIGURE 55: UDFW PROVIDING MICRO-SEGMENTATION ACROSS V C ENTER BOUNDARIES

DFW Sections
Cross-VC NSX introduces a Universal Section within the DFW. One universal section is
available per NSX instance and this can co-exist with multiple local sections. The universal
section contains universal distributed firewall rules where-as the local sections contain local
firewall rules.
Figure 56 below displays both a universal and local section within the DFW configuration
section on the primary NSX Manager.
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FIGURE 56: U NIVERSAL SECTION WITHIN DFW C ONFIGURATION

By default, the universal section is on top of any local sections meaning the universal firewall
rules will always be applied before any local rules. Also, important to note is that the universal
section firewall rules span across primary and secondary NSX Manager domains. It’s possible,
on the primary NSX Manager, to move or create local sections above the universal section.
However, since the universal section is read-only on the secondary NSX Managers, this is not
possible on secondary NSX Managers.

On secondary NSX Managers, the universal section will always remain on top of all local
sections. This is important to keep in mind during the design/configuration stage because the
universal section above the local section will always have its security policies applied first. The
security policies within sections are applied in sequential order. If traffic is denied or allowed
within a DFW rule in the universal section, it will never hit the DFW rules in the local sections.
Figure 57 shows a new DFW section can be added by simply right clicking a section and
selecting Add section.
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FIGURE 57: ADDING NEW DFW SECTION

FIGURE 58: ADDING LOCAL DFW SECTION ABOVE UNIVERSAL SECTION ON PRIMARY NSX MANAGER
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Once the new section is created, you now see the new local DFW section above the universal
section on the primary NSX Manager as shown below in Figure 59.

FIGURE 59: NEW LOCAL DFW SECTION C REATED ABOVE U NIVERSAL SECTION ON PRIMARY NSX MANAGER

By selecting the secondary NSX Manager from the NSX Manager drop down box, it can be
confirmed, as shown below in Figure 60 that there is no change on the secondary NSX
Manager’s DFW rule configuration and the universal section is still on top.

FIGURE 60: U NIVERSAL SECTION ALWAYS ON TOP ON SECONDARY NSX MANAGERS

Right clicking on the Universal Section to try to add a local section above the universal section
is not allowed and the Add section option is grayed out as shown in Figure 61 below.
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FIGURE 61: C ANNOT CREATE A LOCAL SECTION ABOVE THE U NIVERSAL SECTION ON SECONDARY NSX MANAGERS

UDFW Rule Objects
The following information/objects can be used within the UDFW universal firewall policies:
- IP Addresses (IPv4/IPv6)
- MAC Addresses
Grouping Objects
- Universal IP Sets
- Universal MAC Sets
- Universal Security Groups Containing Only Universal IP Sets or Universal MAC Sets
- Universal Service
- Universal Service Groups

vCenter objects and NSX objects can be leveraged in local firewall rules, but for Cross-VC
domain traffic flows, the UDFW must be used.
The creation of above mentioned universal grouping objects must be done under the NSX
Manager  Manage  Grouping Objects section.
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Figure 62 below shows a Universal IP Set being created. It’s important to check the Mark this
object for Universal Synchronization checkbox to make sure the object created is universal.
The same would apply for any other grouping object being created such as security groups. If
security groups are created through the Service Composer, it will be noticed the checkbox to
make the object universal will be missing. Universal security groups cannot be created through
the Service Composer. Similarly, the checkbox to make the object universal will also be missing
if creating any grouping objects via secondary NSX Managers, as universal objects can only be
created from the primary NSX Manager.

FIGURE 62: C REATING A U NIVERSAL IP SET

Figure 63 below displays three Universal IP Sets created on the primary NSX Manager.

FIGURE 63: THREE UNIVERSAL IP SETS C REATED ON THE PRIMARY NSX MANAGER

Since these IP Sets were marked as Universal, they are synchronized by the USS to the
secondary NSX Managers upon creation. Figure 64 below displays the same IP Sets existing on
the secondary NSX Manager.
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FIGURE 64: U NIVERSAL IP SETS SYNCED BY USS TO SECONDARY NSX MANAGERS

These Universal IP Sets or Universal MAC Sets can now be included as part of Universal
Security Groups. Figure 65 below displays the Web Universal IP Set being added as a member
of the Web Universal Security Group.

FIGURE 65: I NCLUDING WEB UNIVERSAL IP SET AS PART OF WEB U NIVERSAL SECURITY GROUP

Figure 66 below displays three Universal Security Groups created with respective Universal
IP Sets as members.

FIGURE 66: THREE UNIVERSAL SECURITY GROUPS CREATED FOR RESPECTIVE UNIVERSAL IP SETS
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For management purposes and to avoid rule sprawl, it’s recommended to leverage grouping
objects like Universal Security Groups to group multiple objects that will have same security
policies applied. A Universal Security Group can contain multiple Universal IP Sets and
Universal MAC Sets. Also, synchronizing a change in rule membership is lower overhead than
synchronizing rule changes.

Apply To
The Apply To feature can be used with UDFW. As shown below in Figure 67 ULS is supported
with Apply To on UDFW rules.

FIGURE 67: “APPLY TO” BEING USED FOR UDFW RULE ; ONLY ULS IS SUPPORTED

Apply To will work across vCenter domains; the respective NSX Manager knows which VNI is
tied to which respective backend local port-group and as such can apply the security policy to
VMs on the respective logical switch.

For multi-tenant scenarios with overlapping IPs, Apply To can be utilized to apply certain
security policies to specific tenants.
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Using Figure 67 as an example, Tenant 1 workloads are on Universal Web, Universal App, and
Universal DB universal logical switches and Tenant 2 workloads are on Universal Web 2,
Universal App 2, and Universal DB 2 logical switches. The Apply To feature can be utilized to
apply certain security policies to respective tenants with overlapping IPs. If there are no
overlapping IPs, different IP Sets for respective tenants can be used and Apply To is not
required but recommended.

Apply To is highly recommended as it efficiently applies respective security policies to only
those VMs on the respective universal logical switch instead of applying the security policy to
VMs on all hosts.

SpoofGuard
SpoofGuard can be utilized in a Cross-VC NSX environment, however, since the SpoofGuard
information is stored via NSX Manager, if the VM is migrated to another NSX Manager domain,
the respective SpoofGuard information does not migrate with the VM. New SpoofGuard
information will be associated to the VM at the new NSX Manager Domain. The associated
SpoofGuard information is only relevant within the respective local NSX Manager domain.

Service Composer
Service Composer cannot be used for creating Universal Security Groups or policies for CrossVC traffic flows.

Service Composer can be used to create local Security Groups to identify local workloads
dynamically. The same can be done in the DFW configuration. In this way, local security
policies can be applied to workloads on universal networks. The configuration would have to be
manually created on both the primary and secondary sites since the scope is local.
Note, creating local Security Groups that contain ULS objects can be done on NSX 6.2.2, but is
currently not available in NSX 6.2.3. An example is shown in Figure 68 below with NSX 6.2.2.
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FIGURE 68: I NCLUDING ULS IN LOCAL SECURITY GROUP

It’s important to note that this method of using local security groups to identify workloads on
universal networks will not work with Cross-VC domain traffic flows. For Cross-VC domain
traffic flows, the UDFW must be used. However, this approach could be adequate for some use
cases where there are active/passive flows between vCenter domains/sites such as a possible
Disaster Recovery (DR) solution where there are no Cross-VC traffic flows; an example is
shown below in Figure 69.
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FIGURE 69: DR SOLUTION LEVERAGING CROSS-VC NSX WITH LOCAL SECURITY POLICIES

Such a solution allows the use of vCenter and NSX objects local to each site within local security
policies. This method is also useful for firewall/security policies for north/site traffic flows where
the destination is identified via an IP address.
For these scenarios, VMware vRealize Orchestrator (vRO), which has a NSX plugin, can be
leveraged to create workflows that can replicate security policies across sites.

Third Party Security
Third Party Security services within a Cross-VC NSX deployment require the third party
solution to be deployed within all NSX Managers domains. Third party security will work
locally within each NSX Manager domain/site.

Similar to leveraging Service Composer locally, it’s possible to create local Security Groups that
statically contain ULS objects or identify workloads dynamically, as discussed prior, and redirect
to a third party security service/SVM such as Palo Alto Networks or Checkpoint. However, the
same restriction would apply that the traffic being inspected would have to be local and not
Cross-VC traffic. Again, for specific use cases such as DR, this could be adequate. The third
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party security service would have to be installed at all respective NSX Manager/vCenter
domains/sites and consistent security policies would have to be maintained locally at each site.

Starting from NSX 6.2.3, universal Security Groups and Universal IP Sets can be used to redirect
traffic to third party security services.

Physical Underlay Network Consideration

When deploying a Cross-VC NSX solution across sites, the requirements for interconnectivity
between two sites are:
1. IP Connectivity
2. 1600 MTU for VXLAN
3. < 150 ms RTT latency
In addition, it’s important to note, since logical networking and security is spanning multiple
vCenter domains, there must be a common Administrative Domain for both vCenter
domains/sites. This means the same organization or entity must be managing both domains/sites.
The requirements for the physical underlay fabric as outlined in the VMware NSX Design Guide
stay consistent with Cross-VC NSX deployments. As VXLAN encapsulation adds 50 bytes to
each frame, the recommendation is to increase the MTU size to at least 1600 bytes.
It’s important to note, since clusters and storage is not being stretched, the long distance vMotion
latency requirement of <= 150 ms will dictate the network latency requirement across sites for a
multi-site deployment; the control plane latency requirement for Cross-VC NSX aligns with the
long distance vMotion requirement. In a vMSC solution, as mentioned prior, the storage would
dictate a much more aggressive latency requirement typically of <= 10ms.
The physical network can be any L2/L3 fabric supporting 1600 byte MTU. The physical network
becomes the underlay transport for logical networking and forwards packets across VTEP
endpoints. The physical environment is unaware of the logical networks or VXLAN
encapsulation as shown in Figure 70 below. Encapsulation/de-encapsulation of the VXLAN
header is done by the VTEPs on respective ESXi hosts, but the physical network must support
the1600 MTU to be able to transport the VXLAN encapsulated frames.
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FIGURE 70: PHYICAL NETWORK BECOMES U NDERLAY TRANSPORT FOR LOGICAL NETWORKING

The MTU for the VDS uplinks of the ESXi hosts performing VXLAN encapsulation is
automatically increased to 1600 bytes when the host is prepared for VXLAN.
In Figure 71 below, one can see the vmkernel port for the Transport/VXLAN network that is
automatically created with respective settings when VXLAN is configured; the MTU on the
vmkernel port is set to 1600 MTU by default.

FIGURE 71: VMKERNEL INTERFACE FOR TRANSPORT NETWORK

VXLAN does not support fragmentation and has the DF (do not fragment) bit set within the
frame. The fragmentation is avoided to prevent performance issues.
Typically, L2 / L3 over dedicated fiber or a shared medium like MPLS service from an ISP is
used for connectivity between sites with L3 connectivity being preferred for scalability and to
avoid common layer 2 issues such as propagation of broadcast traffic over the DCI (data center
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interconnect) link or STP (spanning tree protocol) convergence issues.

Logical Design Considerations
When deploying Cross-VC NSX, there are several design considerations that need to be taken
into account depending on the specific deployment model such as cluster design, placement of
management and edge components, North/South Egress requirements, security requirements, etc.
These considerations and more will be discussed in detail starting with a basic understanding of a
base Cross-VC NSX setup.
The more detailed examples to follow will build upon the base setup information discussed
below.

Understanding the Cross-VC NSX Setup
In the specific deployment models discussed in the next section the base example Cross-VC
NSX setup below will be leveraged. Multi-site data center solutions with NSX is an advanced
topic with the same foundational design principles as discussed in the VMware NSX Design
Guide. The same fundamental principles for cluster and VDS design should be followed. For
instance, separate Management, Edge, and Compute clusters and VDS instances should be used
for large high-scale environments. The following sections expand upon these fundamental
principles.
The Cross-VC NSX deployment shown below is across two sites with a separate NSX
Manager/vCenter deployment at each site. Site 1, Palo Alto, is the primary site and site 2, San
Jose, is the secondary site. In general, each site will have its own Management, Edge, and
Compute clusters and VDS instances.

FIGURE 72: EXAMPLE C ROSS-VC NSX SETUP
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Platform Services Controller (PSC)
Deployed, but not shown in the example diagram in Figure 72 or further below in the
deployment-specific examples is an external Platform Services Controller (PSC), which was
introduced in vSphere 6.0; the PSC decouples infrastructure services such as Single Sign-On
(SSO) from vCenter.
PSC is installed as a virtual appliance from the same vCenter Server Appliance ISO is installed
from. First the PSC is installed and then multiple vCenters can be installed all pointing to the
PSC for shared infrastructure services such as SSO. The PSC should be installed on the
management network but can be routed to. The vCenter just needs to be able to have
connectivity to the PSC.

FIGURE 73: I NSTALLING PSC FROM THE V CENTER SERVER APPLIANCE ISO

Once the PSC is installed on the management network, the same vCenter Server Appliance ISO
can be used to install the respective vCenter and link it to the PSC as shown in Figure 74 and
Figure 75 below.
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FIGURE 74: I NSTALLING V CENTER FROM THE V CENTER SERVER APPLIANCE ISO

FIGURE 75: C ONNECTING VC ENTER TO PSC

Both vCenters connect to and leverage the external PSC which also enables enhanced link mode.
Enhanced link mode enables the user to manage multiple vCenters from one GUI as shown
below in Figure 76; this also allows for vMotion via GUI from one vCenter domain to the other.
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The PSC can be and should be deployed for resiliency within the local site and across sites; there
are several deployment models.
Embedded PSC is also supported but is not recommended as it does not provide enhanced link
mode and vMotion cannot be performed from the GUI (supported via CLI only). Further,
replication between embedded PSCs is deprecated and will not be supported in the future.

It’s important to know that it’s not possible to move a vCenter from one SSO domain to another.
In other words, one cannot repoint a vCenter server to a new PSC with different SSO domain at a
later point. With vSphere 6.0 U1 it’s possible to repoint vCenter to a different PSC provided that
PSC is in the same SSO domain as the original PSC. See the Platform Services Controller (PSC)
section in this document for additional information.

FIGURE 76: ENHANCED LINK MODE ALLOWS FOR CENTRAL MANAGEMENT OF MULTIPLE V CENTER DOMAINS
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Management and UCC Component Deployment and Placement
Primary NSX Manager
Once the NSX Manager at site 1 is deployed via standard NSX Manager installation procedures
(NSX Manager is deployed as an OVF file), it can be promoted to primary role as shown below
in Figure 77. For detailed installation instructions, reference the Cross-vCenter NSX Installation
Guide. The primary NSX Manager is deployed within the Management vCenter Domain as
described in the next section.

FIGURE 77: ASSIGNING PRIMARY ROLE TO NSX MANAGER

Once the NSX Manager is made primary, the USS will automatically start running on the NSX
Manager as shown below. It is stopped by default, and the status will always be Stopped on
secondary NSX Managers.
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FIGURE 78: NSX USS RUNNING ON PRIMARY NSX MANAGER

Once the primary NSX Manager, is configured, the UCC can be deployed from the primary NSX
Manager. For detailed installation instructions, reference the Cross-vCenter NSX Installation
Guide.

FIGURE 79: NSX MANAGER PROMOTED TO PRIMARY ROLE

Universal Controller Cluster (UCC)
By clicking the green ‘+’ symbol under the NSX Controller nodes section, a NSX controller
can be deployed. It is recommended to wait until the controller is deployed before proceeding to
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install another controller. Three controllers must be deployed for a supported deployment and a
maximum of three controllers are supported. This can scale to support all vCenter domains and
respective logical networks.

Similar to standard design guide recommendations for resiliency, the NSX controllers should be
deployed on separate physical hosts; anti-affinity rules can be leveraged to assure multiple NSX
controllers don’t end up on the same physical host. If NSX controllers are deployed on the same
host, resiliency is lost because a physical host failure can bring down more than one controller or
possibly even the entire controller cluster if all controllers are on the same host. An IP Pool is
recommended for NSX Controller configuration for simplicity and consistency in IP addressing.
The controllers distribute the forwarding paths to the ESXi hosts and have complete separation
from the data plane. If one controller is lost, UCC will keep functioning normally. If two
controllers are lost, the one remaining controller will go into read-only mode and new control
plane information will not be learned but data will keep forwarding.
If the entire controller cluster is lost, again, the data plane will keep functioning. Forwarding path
information on the ESXi hosts do not expire, however, no new information can be learned until
at least two controllers are recovered.

FIGURE 80: DEPLOYING A C ONTROLLER

As shown in Figure 76 and Figure 80 above, in this example, the UCC is deployed into the Edge
cluster of site 1, Palo Alto; this is because a separate vCenter domain is used for management
across both sites. This design deploys a vCenter on an ESXi host it’s not managing.
Since the management components do not require any VXLAN configuration, they can be
managed completely separate on a separate management vCenter. This vCenter may even be on
an older ESXi version since it has no requirement for NSX/VXLAN.
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FIGURE 81: MANAGEMENT VC ENTER MANAGING ALL V C ENTERS AND RESPECTIVE NSX MANAGERS

Having a separate management vCenter is not a requirement but is useful for operational
purposes mentioned above and also provides flexibility in terms of being able to install the
vCenter/NSX management components on hosts that are on older ESXi versions. Managing the
management components separately from a separate vCenter also allows for operational
efficiency. Upgrading NSX can be simplified as management is decoupled from the
compute/edge vCenter domain; however, this model requires an additional vCenter license for
the Management vCenter. Both options shown below are supported.
Figure 82 shows the separate Management vCenter model. Note, the UCC is deployed on the
Edge cluster at the site associated with the primary NSX Manager.

FIGURE 82: SEPARATE MANAGEMENT V C ENTER FOR MULTI -SITE DEPLOYMENT WITH CROSS-VC NSX

Figure 83 below shows a model where each site has one vCenter domain where the vCenter and
NSX Manager are on a host in the Management Cluster the respective vCenter is managing.
Instead of a separate Management vCenter, a separate Management cluster within the same
vCenter is used similar to compute and edge. This model doesn’t require an additional vSphere
license and VXLAN configuration does not need to be done on the Mgmt cluster.
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FIGURE 83: V C ENTER AND NSX MANAGER INSTALLED ON MGMT C LUSTER I T ’S MANAGING

The below screenshot shows that all three NSX universal controllers have been deployed at site
1, Palo Alto. It is required that the UCC be deployed within the vCenter domain the primary
NSX Manager is linked to. Thus, the UCC cannot be distributed across two vCenter domains.
Also, the UCC should remain within the same site regardless because of the constant
communication that needs to occur between controllers within the cluster. The max control plane
latency supported aligns with the max vMotion network latency supported: 150 ms RTT.
Another NSX Manager has been deployed and is in the default standalone role as shown in
Figure 84; it has not yet been integrated into the Cross-VC NSX setup.

FIGURE 84: U NIVERSAL C ONTROLLER C LUSTER DEPLOYED AT SITE 1

Secondary NSX Manager
As shown in Figure 84 above, another NSX Manager has been deployed and associated with a
different vCenter at site 2, 10.200.1.71. The NSX Manager at site 2 is still in the default
standalone mode. It must be registered with the primary NSX Manager as a secondary NSX
Manager before universal logical constructs can be deployed across sites.
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The primary NSX Manager is selected, and using the Actions button, a secondary NSX Manager
is registered with the primary as shown below.

FIGURE 85: SECONDARY NSX MANAGER REGISTERED WITH THE PRIMARY NSX MANAGER

Figure 86 below displays the secondary NSX Manager once it has successfully registered with
the primary NSX Manager.

Note, three additional rows under NSX Controller nodes appear. The IP addresses of these
controller nodes confirm they are the same controllers initially deployed. If another secondary
NSX Manager is registered, three more rows would appear. These rows simply signify the
connectivity from the respective NSX Manager to the controllers. Each NSX Manager maintains
a connection to each of the controllers. The NSX Manager connects to the UCC to push relevant
logical networking configuration to the controllers. Also a periodic keep-alive is done to monitor
the state of the controller cluster and to measure disk latency alerts; this column displays the
status.
Initially, the status for the recently registered secondary NSX Manager is Disconnected, but
changes to Connected shortly. The NSX Manager column confirms the controllers are linked to
different NSX Managers. The rows that have green status box icons under the Peers column
signify controller nodes connected to the primary NSX Manager. Only three universal controllers
exist at the primary site which manage all universal and local objects for all vCenter domains
within the Cross-VC NSX deployment.
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FIGURE 86: SECONDARY NSX MANAGER SUCCESSFULLY REGISTERED WITH PRIMARY NSX MANAGER

The new rows under the NSX Controller nodes section which have status of Disconnected
change to Connected shortly as shown in Figure 87 below.

FIGURE 87: SECONDARY NSX MANAGER WITH SUCCESSFUL C ONNECTIVITY TO UCC

The process that occurs once the secondary Manager successfully registers with the primary
NSX Manager is as follows:
1. USS service on primary NSX Manager copies UCC configuration to secondary NSX Manager
2. Secondary NSX Manager connects via TLS over TCP port 443 to all controllers in UCC
3. Secondary NSX Manager pushes UCC configuration down to its vCenter domain’s respective
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ESXi hosts via TLS over TCP port 5671
4. Respective ESXi hosts now know the UCC configuration, and, each host, via its control plane
agent in user space (netcpa), makes a control plane connection via TLS over TCP port 1234 to
one of the controllers.

Universal Control VM Deployment and Placement
The Universal Control VM is the control plane for the UDLR. Similar to the DLR Control VM in
non-Cross-VC NSX deployments the Universal Control VM will be deployed on the Edge
cluster and will peer with the NSX Edge appliances.
Since Universal Control VMs are local to the vCenter inventory, NSX Control VM HA does not
occur across vCenter domains. If deployed in HA mode, the active and standby Control VM
must be deployed within the same vCenter domain.
There is no failover or vMotion of Universal Control VMs to another vCenter domain. The
Control VMs are local to the respective vCenter domain.
The number of Universal Control VMs deployed in a Cross-VC deployment depends on the type
of deployment. There are several deployment models for Cross-VC NSX that are discussed
further below in the Cross-VC NSX Deployment Models section.

A deployment that does not have Local Egress enabled will have only one Universal Control VM
for a UDLR. If there are multiple NSX Manager domain/sites, the Control VM will sit only at
one site, which will be the primary site and peer with all ESGs across all sites. Upon site failure,
the Control VM would need to be manually redeployed at a new primary site; this process can be
automated.

A multi-site multi-vCenter deployment that has Local Egress enabled will have multiple
Universal Control VMs for a UDLR – one for each respective NSX Manager domain/site; this
enables site-specific North/South egress. If there are multiple NSX Manager domain/sites, there
will be a Control VM at each site; each control VM will also connect to a different transit logical
network peering with the ESGs local only to its site. Upon site failure, no Control VM needs to
be manually redeployed at a new primary site, because each site already has a Control VM
deployed.
When looking at the UDLR under NSX Edges within the NSX Manager, a status of Deployed
means, a UDLR Control VM exists on the respective NSX Manager. A status of Active means
although the UDLR instance is enabled on the ESXi hosts, there is no Control VM on the
respective NSX Manager. The only time both the primary and secondary NSX Manager have a
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UDLR status of deployed is when Local Egress is enabled. Local Egress is discussed in more
detail further below in the Local Egress section.

FIGURE 88: UDLR ON PRIMARY NSX MANAGER WITH UNIVERSAL C ONTROL VM DEPLOYED

Edge Component Deployment and Placement
Since ESGs, are local to the vCenter inventory, NSX ESG HA does not occur across vCenter
domains. If deployed in HA mode, the active and standby ESG must be deployed within the
same vCenter domain.
There is no failover or vMotion of ESGs to another vCenter domain. The ESG and any
respective L3-L7 services are local to the respective vCenter domain.

Since ESGs support up to eight-way ECMP, the support for North/South egress resiliency across
sites upon edge/site failure can be achieved by design. Figure 89 below displays a multi-site
deployment where ESGs are deployed across site 1 and site 2. Site 1 ESGs are preferred on
egress via higher BGP weight set on UDLR or lower OSPF cost set on ESGs. Upon site 1 edge
failure, Universal Controller Cluster will receive from the Universal Control VM the routes out
site 2 ESGs for North/Site egress. As such, ESG resiliency across sites is provided without ESG
failover/recovery.
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FIGURE 89: ESG DEPLOYED ACROSS TWO SITES FOR NORTH SOUTH TRAFFIC RESILIENCY

Stateful Services
In an Active/Passive North-South deployment model across two sites, it’s possible to deploy
ESG in HA mode within one site where ESG is running stateful services like firewall and load
balancer. However, HA is not deployed across sites. Both the active and standby ESGs must be
deployed at the same site.
The ESG stateful services can be deployed on the perimeter ESGs or on a second tier of ESGs or
in one-arm mode. It’s important to note if ECMP is utilized on the perimeter across multiple
ESGs, stateful services on these ESGs cannot be used because of asynchronous traffic flows.
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FIGURE 90: MULTIPLE ESGS IN ECMP MODE DEPLOYED A CROSS TWO SITES

However, stateful services can be deployed on ESGs within the following topologies:
- on the perimeter ESGs if NSX Edge HA mode is utilized instead of ECMP across ESGs
- on a second tier of ESGs below the ECMP ESGs
- on an ESG in one-arm mode.
In all of the above cases, the stateful services need to be manually replicated at each site. This
can be automated via vRO or custom scripts leveraging NSX REST API. The network services
are local to each site within both the Active/Passive North/South egress model and the
Active/Active North/South egress model.
In Figure 91 below, a pair of ESGs in HA mode have been deployed with stateful services in
one-arm mode at each site. However, only the site 1 ESGs have their vNIC connected to the
network. The reason for this is that overlapping IP addresses at both sites result in manual
disconnection of ESG interfaces at site 2 ESG until failover occurs. Upon active ESG failure at
site 1, the standby ESG will take over. Upon full site 1 failure, the ESGs at site 2 must have
their vNICs connected to the network. Note, ESGs at site one do not failover to ESGs at site 2
and vice versa as the ESGs are virtual appliances local to the respective vCenter inventory.

FIGURE 91: MULTI -SITE , MULTI -V C ENTER DEPLOYMENT WITH ACTIVE /PASSIVE N/S AND ONE -ARM LOAD
BALANCER
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Graceful Restart

Important to note when deploying ESGs in ECMP mode across a multi-site environment is
Graceful Restart on the Universal Control VM and ESGs, which should typically be disabled. In
NSX, when enabling a routing protocol on the ESG, graceful restart is by default enabled. If it’s
left at the default and aggressive timers are set for BGP, the ESG will have traffic loss on
failover in an ECMP environment due to preserved forwarding state by graceful restart. In this
case, even if BGP timers are set to 1:3 seconds for keepalive/hold timers, the failover can take
longer. The only scenario where Graceful Restart may be desired on ESG in a ECMP
environment is when ESG needs to act as GR Helper for a physical ToR that is Graceful Restart
capable; Graceful Restart is more utilized in chassis’ which have dual route processor modules
and less so on ToR switches.

Local Egress
Local Egress is a feature introduced in NSX 6.2 which allows for Active-Active site-specific
North/South Egress. This feature allows control of what forwarding information is provided to
ESXi hosts based on a unique identifier for respective NSX Manager domain/site. The UCC
learns the routes and associated unique identifier from the respective Universal Control VM at
each NSX Manager domain/site. ESXi hosts then receive filtered forwarding information from
the UCC based on this unique identifier which enables localized North/South Egress. If local
egress is not enabled, Locale ID is ignored and all ESXi hosts connected to the universal
distributed logical router receive the same forwarding information. Local Egress can be enabled
only when creating a UDLR.
Local Egress and Locale ID is discussed in detail under the Active-Active Site Egress (Local
Egress Utilized) section under Cross-VC NSX Deployment Models.

Cross-VC NSX Deployment Models
The below examples build off the initial deployment of primary and secondary NSX Managers
and UCC discussed in the prior section where a base topology of two sites is discussed:
Understanding the Cross-VC NSX Setup.
There is more than one model where Cross-VC NSX can be deployed. The deployment models
discussed in detail below are deployment models having multiple vCenters and multiple sites
(section 1 below). These scenarios could also easily apply to multiple vCenter domains within a
single site.
Cross-VC NSX can also benefit single vCenter and/or single site solutions with the Local Egress
feature, although these scenarios are less common. The concepts discussed in section 1 below
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will be similar in these other deployment models briefly discussed in section 2 as they cover a
subset of functionality covered in multi-site multi-vCenter deployment models; specific
differences/caveats will be outlined in their respective sections later in the document.
Also important to note when reviewing the deployment models covered below is that it’s
possible to deploy a multi-tenant environment where one tenant is using a UDLR instance which
has been configured with Active/Passive North/South egress and another tenant is using a
separate UDLR instance in a setup configured with Active/Active North/South egress
(leveraging Local Egress feature).
If the tenants have no overlapping IP address, they could even be leveraging the same ESGs; if
overlapping IP addresses are used, separate ESGs would have to be deployed. The takeaway is
that within a Cross-VC NSX domain, some UDLRs can be deployed with Active/Passive
North/South egress while other UDLRs can be deployed with Active/Active North/South egress
via Local Egress feature.

1.) Multi-site with Multiple vCenters
a. with Active-Passive Site Egress (Routing Metric or Local Egress utilized)
b. with Active-Active Site Egress (Local Egress utilized)

2.) Multi-site with Single vCenter
a. with Active-Passive Site Egress (Routing Metric or Local Egress utilized)
b. with Active-Active Site Egress (Local Egress utilized)

1.) Multi-site with Multiple vCenters & Active-Passive Site Egress
a. with Active-Passive Site Egress (Routing Metric or Local Egress utilized)

Figure 92 below displays a diagram of a multi-site, multi-vCenter deployment where
North/South egress is Active/Passive.
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FIGURE 92: MULTI -SITE WITH MULTIPLE V CENTERS & ACTIVE -PASSIVE SITE EGRESS

As shown in the example in Figure 92 above, NSX, leveraging the Cross-VC NSX
functionality, is deployed across two sites. As described prior, a separate vCenter domain is
used for management where both the site 1 and site 2 vCenters and NSX Managers are
deployed. This separate Management vCenter should be deployed so that NSX Manager 1 with
corresponding vCenter 1 is deployed at Site 1 and NSX Manager 2 with corresponding vCenter
2 is deployed at site 2.
In this case, the Management vCenter management components are installed at site 1 and are
managing clusters at both site 1 and site 2. The network between sites is completely routed.
The Management vCenter just needs connectivity to hosts/clusters at both sites. Each site has
its own vCenter deployed locally, so even if the Management vCenter at site 1 is lost, site 2
vCenter of the Cross-VC NSX deployment will still be accessible.
In this design, a single Universal Control VM is deployed at site 1 and all workloads at both
sites use site 1 for egress or North/South. As such, as discussed prior, the UDLR status at the
primary site is Deployed, while the UDLR status across all secondary sites is Active. Also, in
this example, for simplicity of demonstration, only one ESG per site is used with both ESGs
doing ECMP northbound. In a production environment multiple ESGs should be deployed at
each site for additional resiliency as discussed in the prior Edge Component Deployment and
Placement section. Such connectivity between the UDLR and ESG would look similar to that
shown in Figure 93 below.
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FIGURE 93: MULTIPLE ESGS IN ECMP MODE DEPLOYED A CROSS TWO SITES

In an Active/Passive North-South deployment model across two sites, it’s possible to deploy
ESG in NSX Edge HA mode within one site where it supports stateful services like firewall
and load balancer. If deploying ESGs in HA mode, both the active and standby ESGs must be
deployed at the same site as shown below in Figure 94.
In Figure 94 below, a pair of ESGs in HA mode have been deployed with stateful services at
each site. However, only the site 1 ESGs have their uplinks and downlinks connected to the
network. Upon active ESG failure at site 1, the standby ESG at the same site will take over.
Upon full site 1 failure, the ESGs at site 2 must have their vNICs connected to the network;
this can be automated via vRO or custom scripts leveraging NSX REST API. Disconnecting
the site 2 ESG interfaces from the network is needed as the ESG has overlapping IP addresses
with the ESG at site 1. Note, ESGs at site 1 do not failover to ESGs at site 2 and vice versa as
the ESGs are virtual appliances local to the respective vCenter inventory.

Also, note, the stateful services for the ESG need to be manually replicated across sites. This
can be automated via vRO or custom scripts leveraging NSX REST API. The network services
are local to each site within this Active/Passive North/South egress model.
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FIGURE 94: HA ESGS WITH STATEFUL SERVICES DEPLOYED AT TWO SITES

In NSX HA mode, the Active and Standby ESGs exchange keepalives every second to monitor
respective connectivity/health status. The keepalives are L2 probes sent over an internal portgroup which can be a VXLAN-backed port group. The first vNIC deployed on the NSX Edge
is utilized for this heartbeat mechanism unless a different interface has been explicitly selected.

If the active Edge fails, the standby takes over the active duties at the expiration of a Declare
Dead Time timer on the ESG. The default value for this timer is 15 seconds. The recovery
time can be improved by reducing the detection time through the UI or API. The minimum
value that is supported is 6 seconds. Since syncing of L4-L7 services across the ESGs for an
Active/Standby pair also occurs over the same internal port-group, one must be careful not to
set the timer too low where failover occurs prior to all state being successfully synced. Setting
the timer to no less than 9 seconds is recommended.

Routing
In the following examples, routing is discussed from the BGP perspective. NSX supports both
eBGP and iBGP with their associated properties. BGP is becoming a preferred protocol in
modern data center spine-leaf architectures. It scales well and provides for granular control
with many BGP attributes and ease of deployment for multi-tenant environments. Additionally,
for multi-site deployments, using iBGP and private ASN between the ESG and UDLR,
provides for simplicity in implementation. As BGP will typically be used for connectivity to
the Internet, consistency in routing protocol from the virtual to the Edge environment also
provides for additional simplicity.
If desired, OSPF can also be used on the UDLR and ESG, however, for consistency and ease
of deployment, the same routing protocol should be used between the UDLR and ESGs and
between the ESGs and the physical network.
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NSX currently supports 2-byte autonomous system numbering (ASN). It’s recommended to
use private BGP AS numbers for NSX tenants. IETF RFC 6996 describes a contiguous block
of 1023 autonomous system numbers (64512-65534 inclusive) that have been reserved for
private use. This should provide sufficient ASNs for most implementations. As described per
IETF RFC 7300, ASN 65535 is reserved; it’s not a private AS, and should not be used as such.
Any attempt to configure it will be rejected by UI/API.
iBGP is used between the Universal Control VM and ESG and eBGP is used between the ESG
and ToR switches/routers. As shown below in Figure 95, Private ASN can be used between the
Universal Control VM and ESGs. Also, since NSX ESG does not support BGP next-hop-self,
the connected interfaces of ESG to UDLR must be advertised thus redistributed into BGP.

FIGURE 95: NSX MULTI -SITE C ROSS-VC SETUP WITH BGP

In the design shown in Figure 95, a Private ASN is used for iBGP between Universal Control
VM and ESGs. eBGP is typically used when exchanging routes with physical networks and
iBGP is typically used between UDLR and ESG within the NSX domain. Setting the routing
metric on the UDLR allows control of egress traffic. Setting BGP weight on the UDLR
influences which route workload traffic will take. Since Weight is a non-transitive BGP
property, meaning it is local to the router, it must be set on the UDLR which has visibility to all
the routes across ESGs at both sites.
Figure 96 below shows the BGP Weight attribute set higher on the UDLR for the neighbor
relationship with the site 1 ESG causing it to be the preferred route.
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FIGURE 96: BGP WEIGHT ATTRIBUTE U SED TO PREFER ROUTES TO ESG 1 AT SITE 1

If a traceroute is done from a VM on the Web logical switch at site 1 to a physical workload on
a VLAN sitting on the physical network, it can be seen in Figure 97, the correct ESG at site 1,
172.39.39.1, is used due to the BGP weight setting set for the respective neighbors.

FIGURE 97: TRACEROUTE FROM VM ON WEB UNIVERSAL LOGICAL SWITCH AT SITE 1 TO PHYSICAL WORKLOAD
C ONFIRMS ESG A T SITE 1 I S BEING U SED FOR EGRESS

The NSX ESG does not support BGP attributes to dynamically control ingress such as AS Path
Prepend. Controlling ingress traffic is important to avoid asymmetric traffic flows. This is
especially critical if there are any stateful services in-between.
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Asymmetric routing is a situation which occurs when egress traffic from a specific workload
takes one route and ingress traffic for same workload takes another route back. Basically, since
different paths are used for ingress compared to egress, issues can arise if there are any stateful
services in-between such as firewalls or load balancers. Additionally, even without stateful
services, inefficient traffic flows can occur. As such, care must also be taken to control ingress
traffic.

To control ingress three options exist:
1.) Configure physical network so ingress traffic is routed to correct ESGs at site 1 (Ex: BGP
attributes AS Path Prepend or MED). AS Path is a transitive BGP property. Unlike nontransitive BGP properties, changes to the AS path are propagated down the network
to other ASes, thus traffic engineering is possible by leveraging this behavior.
AS Path adds an additional AS number to the AS Path, which is one of the BGP attributes
the BGP routing algorithm uses to determine path to traverse. AS path prepending is most
often leveraged for BGP updates sent towards a transit ISP so incoming traffic can be
influenced on ingress path; best practice is to use the organization’s own AS for the
prepending to avoid any transit issues further downstream.
Advantage of this method is there is no requirement to change route filtering or
redistribution manually at secondary sites when primary site fails. A disadvantage is that
not all physical devices support these BGP attributes. Additionally, a change on the physical
network is required which may require additional approval/collaboration with other teams
within an organization.

2.) Filter routes on site 2 ESG(s) so respective NSX logical networks are only advertised out
site 1 ESG(s). Advantage of this method is there is no manual configuration required on the
physical network and all ingress/egress control can be done within the NSX domain. This
may appeal to some organizational structures where changing anything on the physical
network would require additional approval/collaboration with other teams within an
organization. A disadvantage is that failover will require intervention to change the filtering
configuration.
3.) On site 2 ESG(s), don’t redistribute the logical networks into eBGP, so respective NSX
logical networks are only learned by eBGP at site 1. This method prevents the routing
entries from being learned on the ToRs since no redistribution is occurring. Redistribution
only occurs upon site 1 failover by manual or automated steps thus routing entries for the
logical networks are only learned from site 2 ESGs when needed. At the same time, this
method will have a slightly higher convergence time as eBGP must learn the logical
networks when redistribution occurs.
Advantage of this method is there is no manual configuration required on the physical
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network and all ingress/egress control can be done within the NSX domain. This
may appeal to some organizational structures where changing anything on the physical
network would require additional approval/collaboration with other teams within an
organization. A disadvantage is that failover will require intervention to change the filtering
configuration.

Figure 98 below shows a traceroute done from a physical workload on a VLAN sitting on the
physical network to the VM on the Web logical switch at site 1. It can be seen the correct ESG
at site 1, 10.100.9.2, is being used.

FIGURE 98: TRACEROUTE FROM PHYSICAL WORKLOAD TO VM ON WEB UNIVERSAL LOGICAL SWITCH AT SITE 1
SHOWS ESG 2 I S BEING U SED

Figures 99 and 100 below show how NSX logical networks are advertised from only site 1 by
not redistributing the NSX logical networks into iBGP for the purpose of controlling ingress
traffic. Upon site 1 edge or complete site failover, the redistribution of respective logical
networks at site 2 would have to be permitted. As mentioned, alternatively, BGP filters (prefix
lists) can be used or configuration on the physical network can be done to control ingress
traffic.
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FIGURE 99: NSX LOGICAL NETWORK SUMMARY ROUTES REDISTRIBUTED AT SITE 1 ESG

FIGURE 100: NSX LOGICAL NETWORK SUMMARY ROUTES NOT REDISTRIBUTED AT SITE 2 ESG
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It can be seen from Figures 99 and 100 that the NSX logical networks are summarized. This is
recommended as the virtualized environment acts as a stub network and the physical
environment does not need to know the specifics about the NSX logical network topology
other than how to reach it. Further, the virtual environment does not need to know all the routes
and specifics about the physical environment. The virtualized environment behaves as a stub
network and only needs to know the default route for North/South communication. Thus the
summary routes and directly connected uplinks on the Edge are redistributed into BGP, and a
default route is advertised into BGP at the ToR typically with a default-originate command or
statically.
As shown in the topology prior in Figure 92, each ESG will have two interfaces, each
connecting to a different ToR switch at respective site. Each interface on the ESG will map to a
different VLAN backed port group that will peer with the external network.
Below it’s shown how BGP filtering via prefix lists can also be used to advertise NSX logical
networks only out site 1 and therefore control ingress traffic.
At site 1, as shown in Figures 101 and 102 below, the summary routes for the NSX logical
networks is permitted in the prefix list. The prefix list is applied to both interfaces on the ESG.

FIGURE 101: SUMMARY ROUTES FOR NSX PERMITTED IN THE PREFIX LIST AT SITE 1 ESG I NTERFACE 1
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FIGURE 102: SUMMARY ROUTES FOR NSX PERMITTED IN THE PREFIX LIST AT SITE 1 ESG I NTERFACE 2

Correspondingly, at site 2, as shown in Figures 103 and 104 below, the summary routes for the
NSX logical networks is denied in the prefix list. The prefix list is applied to both interfaces on
the ESG. If a site failure occurs at site 1, the prefix list at site 2 would be modified to permit.

FIGURE 103: SUMMARY ROUTES FOR NSX DENIED IN THE PREFIX LIST AT SITE 2 ESG I NTERFACE 1
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FIGURE 104: SUMMARY ROUTES FOR NSX DENIED IN THE PREFIX LIST AT SITE 2 ESG I NTERFACE 2

As can be seen in the prior Figures 101-104, the BGP keepalive and hold down timers have
been set to 1 and 3 seconds respectively; the default is 60 and 180 seconds, with the keepalive
always being 1/3 the dead timer as a standard best practice. NSX supports aggressive tuning of
the routing hello/hold timers to achieve lower traffic loss upon edge failure. If setting
aggressive timers, graceful restart on the Universal Control VM and ESGs should typically be
disabled. See the Graceful Restart section in this document for additional information.

In an ECMP ESG deployment, the routing protocol hold-time is the main factor influencing the
loss of traffic upon ESG failure and time to failover to another ESG. When the ESG fails, the
physical router and the DLR continue sending traffic to the failed ESG until the expiration of
the hold-time timer. Once the hold-time expires, the adjacency is brought down and the
forwarding table is updated to point to a new ECMP ESG. The exception to this is if the ESG
is gracefully shutdown manually; in this case, the TCP session BGP rides on will be terminated
and failover will be instant.
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It should be noted that stateful services are not used across ESGs in an ECMP design due to the
fact that state is not synced between ESGs in ECMP mode, and because of the possibility of
asymmetric traffic flows.
Local Egress, which also affects routing, will be discussed in the next section.

Traffic Flow
The below diagram displays a Cross-VC NSX setup across two sites with Active/Passive
North/South egress. The scenario also consists of Active-Active workloads across both sites.
ECMP ESGs are deployed across both sites. Routing metric is utilized to ensure all traffic for
a given workload, regardless of workload site, will egress via site 1 ESGs. This is controlled
via routing metric: either higher BGP weight for site 1 routes on the UDLR or lower OSPF
cost on the site 1 ESGs. No Local Egress feature is used in this example, and one Universal
Control VM exists at only the primary site which learns routes from both the site 1 ESGs and
the site 2 ESGs.

FIGURE 105: CROSS -VC NSX SETUP – MULTI-VCENTER, MULTI-S ITE, ACTIVE-P ASSIVE EGRESS
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Figure 106 below shows the Universal Control VM communicating the best forwarding paths
for North/South Egress to the UCC – in this case the forwarding paths to ESGs at site 1, which
have the better metric/cost. This communication is done through the control plane connection
via netcpa from the edge ESXi host the control VM resides on to the UCC.

FIGURE 106: U NIVERSAL C ONTROL VM INFORMS UCC OF BEST FORWARDING PATHS
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Figure 107 below shows the UCC distributing the forwarding information learned from the
Universal Control VM to all the ESXi hosts across all sites. In this model, the forwarding
table is the same across all ESXi hosts in the multi-site environment.

FIGURE 107: UCC DISTRIBUTING FORWARDING I NFORMATION TO ESXI HOSTS ACOSS ALL SITES
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Since the best forwarding path communicated to the UCC and ESXi hosts is the routes out site
1 ESGs, all North/South egress utilizes site 1 egress points as shown in Figure 108 below.

FIGURE 108: ESXI HOSTS ACROSS ALL SITES U SE SITE 1 EGRESS
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If site 1 ESGs or upstream connectivity fails, Universal Control VM communicates to the UCC
the new best forwarding path out site 2 ESGs. The UCC then distributes this information to the
ESXi hosts across all sites and North/South egress for both sites effectively switches to utilize
site 2 ESGs.

FIGURE 109: SITE 2 ESGS U SED FOR SITE 2 EGRESS U PON SITE 1 ESG/U PSTREAM C ONNECTIVITY FAILURE

In this type of deployment, respective NSX components can be protected locally via standard
methods of HA. In the rare event that there should there be a complete primary site failure, a
secondary NSX Manager needs to be promoted to a primary role and the UCC and Universal
Control VM needs to be redeployed at the new primary site. More detailed information can be
found in the Recovering NSX Components section of this document.

It’s important to note, in this case, the already programmed data plane will continue to forward
but the control plane functionality will be lost in addition to features such as ARP suppression
provided by the UCC; also, no new universal or local objects can be created until at least two
controllers are brought up in the new UCC at new primary site.
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If UCC is down, the learning and BUM handling mechanism falls back to data plane flooding.
If a VM on a logical switch does not know how to reach a destination VM, it will do fall back
to ARP query broadcast on the logical network.

Active/Passive North/South traffic flow can also be accomplished with the Local Egress
feature which is discussed in the next section. By default, Local Egress uses a unique identifier
called the Locale ID from the local NSX Manager to filter routes so that workloads at site 1
always use site 1 egress and workloads at site 2 always use site 2 egress. By changing the
Locale ID for workloads at site 2 to the Locale ID at site 1, all workloads will egress site 1.
Upon edge or site failure, the Locale ID can be manually or automatically switched to the
Locale ID of site 2, thus giving Active/Passive North/South egress.

Although using Local Egress prevents the need to redeploy the Universal Control VM at site 2
upon site 1 failure, it must be considered that site failure is a rare event. A more likely event is
edge or upstream failure; in this case dynamic routing will recover automatically based on
standard routing protocol and metrics whereas a deployment using Local Egress requires
manual intervention or an automated process developed to switch the Locale ID to that of site
2. For this reason, for Active/Passive North/South egress the dynamic routing model with one
Universal Control VM can be advantageous. Local Egress and how it can be used is discussed
in more detail in the next section which highlights the scenario it’s more often used for, ActiveActive site egress.
See the Recovering NSX Components section of this document for detailed information on
NSX component recovery on local and site failures and how the process can be automated.

b. with Active-Active Site Egress (Local Egress utilized)
This next example for this deployment model builds upon the information provided in the prior
section (a). Differences and caveats are pointed out. This deployment model example is multisite with multiple vCenters and employs Active-Active Site Egress utilizing the Local Egress
feature. As such, the Local Egress feature is described in detail below before proceeding to
discuss an example utilizing Local Egress to achieve Active-Active North/South egress.

It should be noted, that an Active-Active site egress deployment is a less common deployment
then the Active-Passive site egress model with dynamic routing discussed in the prior section.
Typically, customers deploying a multi-site solution already have a reliable, high-bandwidth
connection between sites and the ease of deployment to leverage one site for North/South
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traffic, which is typically only about 15-20% traffic within a data center, offsets the complexity
and overhead involved in configuring and maintaining an Active-Active site egress
deployment.

Local Egress is a feature which allows for localized North/South egress in a multi-vCenter,
multi-site environment. Local Egress must be enabled when the UDLR is first created. As
shown in Figure 110 below. The Local Egress is only available and only applies on a UDLR
context. Local Egress does not apply to a local DLR context.

FIGURE 110: ENABLING LOCAL EGRESS U PON UDLR C REATION

When Local Egress is enabled on the UDLR, the NSX Controller will receive routes from the
respective Universal Control VM, and these routes will also be associated with a Locale ID.

NSX 6.2 introduced Locale ID for enhancing multi-site deployments. Locale ID is set to the
local NSX Manager’s universally unique identifier (UUID) by default. All hosts inherit this
Locale ID, and it’s used to determine what routes are propagated to hosts. By default, Locale
ID is set at a site level but can also be set on a per Cluster, per Host, and per route level. The
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Locale ID can be seen as a filtering mechanism for UCC to distribute site-specific routes to the
correct hosts to enable site-specific or local North/South egress.

Once the Universal Controller Cluster learns the best forwarding paths, it only sends the
forwarding information to ESXi hosts with a matching Locale ID. This enhancement enables
site-specific local routing configuration but requires a Universal Control VM to be deployed at
both sites. So one UDLR will have a Universal Control VM at site one within the site 1
vCenter domain and another Universal Control VM at site 2 within the site 2 vCenter domain.
It’s also possible to utilize Local Egress in a single vCenter deployment; in this case however,
no Universal Control VM exists and only static routes are supported via NSX Manager
configuration.
If Local Egress is not enabled on the UDLR, the Locale ID value is ignored, and all hosts in the
NSX environment will receive the same routing information, which is the default behavior.
Figures 113 -116 below describe how site specific North/South Egress works via the Local
Egress feature.
As mentioned, with Local Egress in a multi-site, multi-vCenter environment a Universal
Control VM is deployed within each NSX Manager domain at each site. Note, the Universal
Control VM at the secondary sites need to be deployed manually; this is explained in more
detail later in this section. These respective Universal Control VMs peer via BGP or OSPF
with the Site-Specific ESGs and learn the routing information as shown below in Figure 111
below.

FIGURE 111: U NIVERSAL C ONTROL VMS LEARNS ROUTES FROM SITE -SPECIFIC ESGS
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Once the Universal Control VMs learn the routing information the best forwarding paths with
respective associated Locale IDs are pushed to the UCC as shown in Figure 112 below.

FIGURE 112: U NIVERSAL C ONTROL VMS SENDS BEST FORWARDING PATHS WITH ASSOCIATED LOCALE ID TO
UCC
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As shown in Figure 113 below, once the UCC has the best forwarding paths, it uses the Locale
ID associated with the forwarding path information to filter the respective routes and push the
forwarding information to ESXi hosts across all sites that have a matching Locale ID.

FIGURE 113: UCC U SES LOCALE ID TO DISTRIBUTE FORWARDING INFORMATION TO ESXI HOSTS WITH
MATCHING LOCALE ID
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Finally, as shown below in Figure 114, ESXi hosts across all sites that have the forwarding
information for North/South egress distributed by the UCC, thus enabling site-specific ActiveActive North/South egress.

FIGURE 114: SITE -SPECIFIC A CTIVE -ACTIVE NORTH /SOUTH EGRESS ENABLED BY LOCAL EGRESS

As mentioned prior, Locale ID can also be set in various places for specific scenarios.
Locale ID configuration can be used at the following locations:
- Site Level – (Most Common) – default behavior where all ESXi hosts at site inherit the Locale
ID of the local NSX Manager. No change required
- Cluster Level (Second Most Common) – useful in DR scenarios. Requires Locale ID change “
on the cluster
- Host Level - Useful for specific scenarios such as single vCenter designs where clusters are
stretched across two sites (see vMSC in NSX Multi-site Solutions Section).
Locale ID must be changed on the ESXi host
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- UDLR Level - Used only for inheritance of Locale-ID for static routes. Locale ID must be
changed in NSX Manager on the UDLR
- Static Route Level - Only supported in scenarios with no Control VM. Locale ID must be
changed in NSX Manager on the specific static route

Figure 115 below shows how the Locale ID can be changed at a cluster level. One can select the
specific cluster and select Change Locale ID from the Actions button or from clicking on any
of the gray configuration icons under the Installation Status, Firewall, or VXLAN columns
and then selecting Change Locale ID. This also shows what the default Locale ID inherited by
the local NSX Manager is as shown in Figure 116.

FIGURE 115: C HANGING LOCALE ID AT THE C LUSTER LEVEL

FIGURE 116: DEFAULT LOCALE ID I NHERITED FROM LOCAL NSX MANAGER

Note, the UUID used by NSX is based off the IETF RFC 4122 standard. It can be easily
modified manually following the standard guidelines. A programming language can also be
used to generate a UUID automatically; there are standard libraries available for popular
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programming languages that provide this functionality. An example of how the popular
programming language Python can automatically generate a UUID based off the RFC 4122
standard can be found here on the official Python website.
The same procedure can be used to change the Locale ID at a host level; instead of selecting a
cluster, one would simply select the respective ESXi host.

Locale Egress can provide granular control for specific workloads to use one egress point and
another workload to use another egress point. As mentioned in the prior section Local Egress
can also enable Active-Passive site egress as is the case in the below DR solution. Local Egress
can be used in DR scenarios to orchestrate North/South traffic flow based on partial and full
application failure.
In Figure 117 below, VMware SRM orchestrates disaster recovery for partial application
failure. Since only part of the three tier app failed to site 2, site 1 continues to be used for
North/South egress based on Locale ID at the cluster level set at site 2 to match the Locale ID of
site 1 NSX Manager. This workflow is part of the SRM recovery plan.

FIGURE 117: U PON PARTIAL A PPLICATION FAILOVER , SITE 1 N/S EGRESS STILL U SED
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In Figure 118 below, it can be seen the entire application has failed over to site 2 via SRM
disaster recovery orchestration. At this point, the respective SRM workflow/runbook includes
changing the Locale ID of the respective cluster to the site 2 NSX Manager Locale ID and
respective network also starts being advertised out site 2 via changing Deny Prefix list to an
Allow prefix list.

FIGURE 118: U PON FULL APPLICATION FAILOVER OR EDGE FAILURE , SITE 2 N/S EGRESS U SED

To learn more about SRM and Cross-VC NSX integration, see the Enhanced Disaster Recovery
with Cross-VC NSX and SRM blog post on the Network Virtualization blog and the Disaster
Recovery with NSX and SRM white paper.
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Figure 119 below shows where Locale ID can be changed at the UDLR level.

FIGURE 119: C HANGING LOCALE ID AT THE UDLR LEVEL

Figure 120 below shows where Locale ID can be changed at the static route level. Note, Locale
ID at a static route level can only be set if there is no Universal Control VM deployed. If a
Universal Control VM is deployed, the text box to set the Locale ID is grayed out.

FIGURE 120: C HANGING LOCALE ID AT THE STATIC ROUTE LEVEL
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In the design shown below in Figure 121, a Universal Control VM is deployed at all sites; in this,
case site 1 and site 2. Workloads at site 1 use site 1 ESGs for egress or North/South and
workloads at site 2 use site 2 ESGs for egress or North/South. As such, and discussed prior, the
status of the UDLR at the primary and secondary sites all show Deployed. Also, in this example
as shown in Figure 121 below, for simplicity of demonstration, only one ESG per site is used
with both ESGs doing ECMP northbound. In a production environment multiple ESGs should be
deployed at each site for additional resiliency as discussed in the prior Edge Component
Deployment and Placement and prior sections.

FIGURE 121: M ULTI -SITE WITH MULTIPLE VC ENTERS & ACTIVE -ACTIVE SITE EGRESS

The main difference between the example deployment shown in Figure 121 above and the
example in the prior section, is that this deployment has Active-Active site egress where-as the
prior example has Active-Passive site egress. For the prior example, all traffic for both sites
used site 1 ESGs for egress. Since this example portrays an Active-Active site egress
deployment, Local Egress is required which means a Universal Control VM must be deployed
at both sites. As can be seen in Figure 121 above a Universal Control VM is deployed at each
site on its own universal transit network/logical switch. The reason for the separate transit
network for each Universal Control VM is to keep the learned routing information from the
ESGs isolated to each site.
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Local Egress must be enabled when the UDLR is initially created by selecting the Enable
Egress Option as shown in Figure 110 prior. The UDLR must be created first with at least the
Enable Egress Option and Deploy Edge Appliance field checked; this will deploy a single
Universal Control VM at the primary site. Enable High Availability can also be checked to
deploy a standby Universal Control VM for high availability. The Universal Control VM for the
secondary sites must be deployed manually. Note, there is only one UDLR but a Universal
Control VM at each site for the respective UDLR.
Figure 122 below shows a Universal Control VM being deployed at the primary site. When the
UDLR is being deployed, the details of where the Universal Control VM will be deployed must
be provided. An interface for HA communication must be selected whether deploying in HA
mode or not; this can be a logical switch designated for HA communication.

FIGURE 122: DEPLOYING U NIVERSAL C ONTROL VM AT PRIMARY SITE

Figure 123 below shows the UDLR deployed with a status of Deployed at the primary site,
which means a Universal Control VM has been deployed on the respective NSX Manager.
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FIGURE 123: UDLR WITH STATUS OF DEPLOYED AT PRIMARY SITE

However, at the secondary site, it can be seen as shown in Figure 124 below the same UDLR
shows a status of Undeployed. The reason for this is because although the Local Egress option
was selected when the UDLR was created from the primary NSX Manager, only one Universal
Control VM has only been deployed and that’s at the primary site. The UDLR instance is active
on the hosts at the secondary site but not Universal Control VM has yet been deployed at the
secondary site.

FIGURE 124: LOCAL EGRESS C ONFIGURED BUT UNIVERSAL CONTROL VM N OT YET DEPLOYED AT SECONDARY SITE

By double clicking the Universal DLR at the secondary site in Figure 124 above and viewing
the Settings->Configuration section under the Manage tab, it can be seen no Universal
Control VM has been deployed at the secondary site.

FIGURE 125: U NIVERSAL C ONTROL VM NOT DEPLOYED AT SECONDARY SITE

After clicking the green + symbol and entering the specific location criteria such as cluster,
datastore, host and selecting a HA interface, a Universal Control VM can easily be deployed by
right clicking the UDLR at the secondary site and selecting Redeploy. The same result can also
be achieved via NSX REST API call.
Once this is complete, the status of the UDLR at the secondary site changes to Deployed
signifying the Universal Control VM has been also been deployed at the secondary site; this is
shown in Figure 126 below.
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FIGURE 126: LOCAL EGRESS C ONFIGURED AND U NIVERSAL C ONTROL VM DEPLOYED AT SECONDARY SITE

Similar routing protocol practices as discussed in the prior section can be followed – either BGP
or OSPF with the NSX logical network environment acting as basically a stub network. With
BGP again the NSX domain including the UDLR and ESGs can leverage a private ASN and
employ iBGP between the ESGs and Universal Control VMs and eBGP between ESG and
physical network.
See the Local Egress discussion prior in this section for details on traffic flow when the Local
Egress feature is utilized.

In an Active-Active deployment we especially need to consider asynchronous traffic flows.
Workloads are egressing out both sites for North/South traffic; this is based on site specific
routes enabled by the Local Egress feature which leverages Locale ID to allow for route
filtering by NSX controllers when forwarding information is distributed to the ESXi hosts
across sites. The forwarding information is distributed to the ESXi hosts via the NSX
Controllers.
Since both sites are advertising the same logical network spanning both sites, it’s possible
asynchronous traffic flows can occur where traffic egresses one site and ingresses at another
site. As such, this can cause inefficient traffic flows and will drop traffic if there are any stateful
services in-between.
In certain environments such as campus or private networks where there are no stateful services
in-between, asynchronous traffic flows may not be a concern and as such a local egress solution
without any additional mechanism to try to control ingress is perfectly acceptable.
For environments where there are stateful services in-between and where asynchronous traffic
flows are a concern, solutions such as Global Server Load Balancing (GSLB) or route injection
can be used. Both of these solutions are discussed briefly below.

Global Server Load Balancing (GSLB)
GSLB is a method to redirect ingress traffic where multiple sites may be advertising the same
network or application. A GSLB based solution works like DNS with additional ability to
monitor the health of a site or Virtual IP of an application running on respective site and update
DNS accordingly.
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The GSLB basically directs the ingress traffic to the correct site based on a DNS load balancing
policy. It’s important to note that in this deployment GSLB is acting as an Authoritative Name
Server and is resolving DNS for respective incoming requests.
The GSLB device has special software that communicates with a site load balancer (SLB) at
each site. Information such as site/application health, response time, site load/connection, etc. is
reported back to the GSLB from the SLB at each site; round-trip time (RTT) is used to
determine which data center the client is closer to. Each data center has a GSLB device from the
same vendor. GSLB leverages the learned metrics to determine the path for incoming traffic.
In such deployments no changes are necessary in the logical IP addressing in the NSX
environment. The IP Addresses of the Web (or any Internet facing) applications will have a
corresponding public Virtual IP (VIP) served by the site load balancer (SLB)
A complete GSLB solution design is beyond the scope of this document. It’s highly
recommended to refer to GSLB vendor’s documentation for details of GSLB deployments for
Active/Active North/South solutions.

Route Injection
It’s possible to advertise a /32 from the NSX ESG so traffic can be routed back on ingress based
on a specific application IP address. This can even be automated via NSX REST API and some
scripting/orchestration, such that when a workload vMotion occurs from one site to another, a
/32 route is injected into the network. This can be a possible solution for a private network but
for Internet facing applications ISPs will generally not allow the advertisement of /32 routes and
as such is not practical for Internet facing applications.
This section covered details and examples for multi-site multi-vCenter deployments. Section 2
below covers some brief details for multi-site deployments with a single vCenter.

2.) Multi-site with Single vCenter
a. with Active-Passive Site Egress (Routing Metric or Local Egress utilized)
A multi-site solution using a single vCenter and doing Active-Passive site egress should utilize
the routing metric approach with single Control VM rather than utilizing Local Egress.

Although Local Egress can support an Active-Passive egress model, in this scenario, only static
routing is supported in this mode and there is no benefit of using Local Egress. Further, the
failover upon ESG/edge failure or upstream connectivity is not automatic; the Locale ID would
need to be manually changed.
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However, leveraging dynamic routing, with a single Universal Control VM allows for a more
flexible and dynamic model where failover is also automatically handled. In this design, a
single Control VM is deployed and logical networks are stretched across two sites. In this
scenario, since there is only one vCenter, no Local Egress being used, and logical networks are
simply being stretched across sites, using universal objects/networks is not required. One could
still achieve the desired multi-site solution with consistent networking and security across sites
without using any universal objects or Cross-VC NSX as shown in Figure 127 below.

FIGURE 127: M ULTI -SITE SOLUTION WITH ONE V CENTER AND NO U NIVERSAL OBJECTS
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As discussed in the NSX Multi-site Solutions section at the start of this document, a vMSC
multi-site solution can also be deployed with NSX and a single vCenter and no universal
objects/networks. Figure 128 below demonstrates this vMSC solution where vSphere Clusters
and storage is stretched across sites within a metro distance.

FIGURE 128: V MSC MULTI -SITE SOLUTION WITH ONE VC ENTER AND NO U NIVERSAL OBJECTS

In the vMSC with NSX solution, since the vSphere clusters are stretched across sites, the
native vSphere capabilities of High Availability (HA) and DRS for resource balancing can be
leveraged across sites. Additionally, this solution inherently provides Disaster Avoidance and
basic Disaster Recovery. Management components (vCenter, NSX Manager, NSX Controller
Cluster) and ESGs can run at site 1 and can restart at site 2 via HA if needed. It’s still possible
to run ECMP ESGs across both sites for resiliency, but failover of ESG to another site is fully
supported via HA.

If universal networking and security with Cross-VC NSX is being considered for the future,
leveraging universal objects can help future-proof these solutions. In this case, there is only
one vCenter, so there is only one primary NSX Manager and no secondary NSX Managers.
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All workloads at both sites would use site 1 for egress or North/South. As such the UDLR
status across sites would be Deployed. Also, in this example, both ESGs at each site could do
ECMP northbound. In a production environment multiple ESGs should be deployed at each
site for resiliency as discussed in the prior Edge Component Deployment and Placement
section and prior deployment model sections/examples. The ESGs at the respective sites in
both Figure 127 and 128 could also be deployed simply in HA mode with Active/Standby if 10
GbE North/South is sufficient and stateful services such as ESG firewall, Load Balancer, or
NAT are desired at the edge.

b. with Active-Active Site Egress (Local Egress utilized)
As mentioned prior, Local Egress can be utilized in single vCenter scenarios to achieve ActiveActive site-specific North/South egress. An example could be either a vMSC solution or a
NSX multisite solution with separate clusters, as discussed in the prior section. In these same
scenarios, Local Egress can be used to achieve Active-Active egress as shown in Figure 129
below. A caveat to note here is that there is no Universal Control VM, and only static routing is
supported.

The static routing configuration is done directly on the NSX Manager. The following has to be
done to enable static routing for two different Locale IDs:
- Deploy a UDLR instance with Local Egress enabled and no Edge Appliance
- Enable ECMP on the UDLR
- A NSX REST API call must be made to configure a default gateway via the first Locale ID
- A NSX REST API call must be made to configure a static route for 0.0.0.0/0 via the second
Locale ID
See Appendix A: Cross-VC NSX REST API Call Examples for respective NSX REST API
calls.
In this design, no Universal Control VM is deployed and logical networks are stretched across
two sites. There is only one vCenter, so there is only the primary NSX Manager and no
secondary NSX Managers. Workloads at site 1 use site 1 ESGs for egress or North/South and
workloads at site 2 use site 2 ESGs for egress or North/South. As such, and discussed prior, the
UDLR status across sites is Active. In a production environment multiple ESGs should be
deployed at each site for additional resiliency as discussed in the prior Edge Component
Deployment and Placement section.
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FIGURE 129: M ULTI -SITE SOLUTION WITH ONE VC ENTER AND LOCAL EGRESS WITH STATIC ROUTES
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Recovering NSX Components
Recovering Upon Local Failure
NSX Objects within a Cross-VC NSX environment have inherent resiliency by design and
platform architecture and thus local failure is a rare event. A few important notes on how
resiliency can be achieved for NSX components.

Universal Controller Cluster
•
•
•

Controller Cluster inherently provides resiliency; ability to lose one controller and maintain
control plane
Use vSphere HA capabilities and DRS for resource balancing
Use Anti-Affinity rules on DRS cluster

Universal Control VM
•
•
•

Use vSphere HA capabilities and DRS for resource balancing
Use NSX Edge HA Deployment
Anti-Affinity rules automatic if deployed in HA mode and DRS-enabled cluster

Primary NSX Manager
•
•

Use vSphere HA and DRS for resource balancing
Backup NSX Manager

ESG
•
•
•
•

Use vSphere HA capabilities and DRS for resource balancing
Use Anti-Affinity rules for ECMP deployment (Anti-Affinity automatic in NSX Edge HA
mode deployed in DRS-enabled cluster)
No Egress outage if ECMP ESG deployed across sites
If using aggressive timers, turn off default of graceful restart for ECMP Edge deployment
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Recovering Upon Site Failure
Complete site failure is inherently a rare event more-so than local component failure or
edge/upstream failure. Typically, customers deploying such a multi-site solution will have
reliable and redundant DCI connectivity, and DCI connectivity issues are typically not a concern.
However, if a DCI connectivity issue were to occur, the fact that the UCC is located completely
at the primary site and operates with majority nodes as discussed prior prevents split-brain type
scenarios. Further, programmed data plane would keep forwarding and only control plane would
be affected until a secondary site is made primary and UCC, and, if needed, Universal Control
VM, is brought back up.
Figure 130 displays the Cross-VC NSX setup used to describe the Cross-VC recovery process
further below. Recovering from site failure and the steps involved is discussed in detail below.

FIGURE 130: C ROSS-VC NSX SETUP

Figure 131 below shows the Cross-VC NSX deployment shown in Figure 130 in normal
functioning state. All Cross-VC NSX components are up and functional. One NSX Manager
has a primary role and the other NSX Manager has a secondary role. The universal controller
cluster is displayed in a normal state with three controller nodes installed.
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FIGURE 131: C ROSS-VC NSX DEPLOYMENT IN NORMAL STATE

In the event of a site failure where the primary NSX Manager and UCC is not available, the
logical networking elements are set to a read only mode and no new logical components can be
modified or deployed from the NSX managers. Further, since the control plane is down, no
new routing information can be learned.
To recover the Cross-VC NSX components and control plane, the below steps must be
performed. Note, since the primary site is down, the vCenter at site 2 must be utilized to access
the environment. At this point, the setup is still in enhanced link mode as the PSC is being
utilized, however, site 1, Palo Alto, will no longer be visible in the GUI as the site is currently
down.
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Recovery Step 1:
From the secondary NSX Manager, disconnect from the primary NSX Manager as shown
below.

FIGURE 132: DISCONNECT SECONDARY MANAGER FROM PRIMARY NSX MANAGER

Click YES when prompted.

FIGURE 133: C ONFIRM DISCONNECTING SECONDARY MANAGER FROM PRIMARY NSX MANAGER

The NSX Manager’s new role will become Transit as shown in Figure 134.

FIGURE 134: SECONDARY NSX MANAGER ENTERS TRANSIT ROLE U PON BEING DISCONNECTED FROM PRIMARY
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Recovery Step 2
Now assign the primary role to the NSX manager marked as Transit

FIGURE 135: ASSIGN PRIMARY ROLE TO PRIOR SECONDARY NSX MANAGER

Click YES when prompted.

FIGURE 136: C ONFIRM ASSIGNING PRIMARY ROLE TO PRIOR SECONDARY NSX MANAGE R
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Recovery Step 3
Re-deploy the Universal Controller Cluster at the second site. Below is a screenshot of
deploying one controller. This would be repeated until all three controllers are deployed.

FIGURE 137: DEPLOYING U NIVERSAL C ONTROLLER

Below is a screenshot once all three controllers are deployed.

FIGURE 138: PRIMARY NSX MANAGER WITH ALL THREE UNIVERSAL C ONTROLLERS DEPLOYED
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Recovery Step 4
Update Controller State. Since the controllers have changed locations and likely IP addresses,
the controllers must synchronize with each other, obtain object configuration from the NSX
Manager and inform hosts of the new controller location/IP address to connect to.

FIGURE 139: U PDATE C ONTROLLER STATE AT NEW PRIMARY NSX MANAGER

Recovery Step 5
If running a deployment model leveraging routing for Egress failover via one Universal
Control VM, please follow the steps outlined in the Recovering Control VM section to recover
the Universal Control VM. These steps are NOT needed in a Local Egress (with Locale-ID)
deployment where a Control VM is deployed at both sites.
CROSS-VC NSX COMPONENTS HAVE BEEN FULLY RECOVERED AT SITE 2

What to do When Original Primary Site Recovers
When the original primary site recovers, two options exist:
1.) Make old primary site, primary again
2.) Make old primary site, secondary site
Both of these options are described in detail below. It’s important to note you will initially see
that both NSX Managers are assigned the primary role. When the primary site comes back up,
and secondary NSX Manager has already been promoted to primary, there will be two
primaries, but internal sync password will have changed. Internal synchronization user
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password is changed automatically to avoid any possible issues when old primary NSX
Manager is restored.

1.) Make old primary site, primary again
Recovery Step 1 (Once the original primary site recovers):
You will initially see that both NSX Managers are assigned the primary role. And Universal
Controllers exist at both sites as shown below.

FIGURE 140: BOTH NSX MANAGERS IN PRIMARY ROLE

At this point, universal controllers exist at both sites as shown below.

FIGURE 141: SITE 1 HAS RECOVERS AND U NIVERSAL C ONTROLLERS AND C ONTROL VM EXIST AT BOTH SITES
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Recovery Step 2:
If any changes have been made while the original primary site was down, such as new logical
objects created then an additional step is needed. The following must be done to allow the
original primary NSX Manager at site 1 to capture any new changes:
- Remove the primary role from the original primary site NSX Manager at site 1
- Register the original primary site NSX Manager at site 1 as secondary with the new
primary NSX Manager at site 2; universal controllers at site 1 will have to be deleted
in this case to allow this
- Move the original primary site NSX Manager at site 1 back into primary role and
redeploy the universal controllers at site 1

Recovery Step 3:
Remove the primary role from the NSX Manager at the new primary site, site 2.

FIGURE 142: REMOVING PRIMARY ROLE FROM NSX MANAGER AT SITE 2

FIGURE 143: C ONFIRMING REMOVAL OF PRIMARY ROLE FROM NSX MANAGER AT SITE 2
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FIGURE 144: NSX MANAGER AT SITE 2 IN TRANSIT ROLE A FTER REMOVAL OF PRIMARY ROLE

Recovery Step 4:
Manually delete the Universal Controller Cluster nodes at the new primary site, site 2. This can
be done by simply clicking the controller node under the Installation -> Management section
and clicking the red X for delete. Only the original three universal controllers at site 1 should
remain as shown below.

FIGURE 145: U NIVERSAL C ONTROLLERS AT SITE 2 DELETED
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Recovery Step 5:
If running a deployment model leveraging routing for Egress failover via one Universal
Control VM, delete the Universal Control VM deployed at site 2 with the following REST API
call:
DELETE https://<NSX Manager IP>/api/4.0/edges/<edge-id>/appliances/<ha-index>
This step is NOT needed in a Local Egress (with Locale-ID) deployment where a Universal
Control VM is always deployed at both sites.

Recovery Step 6:
Remove the secondary NSX Manager from the primary NSX Manager. This is required to add
the NSX Manager at site 2 as secondary. The old configuration is still in the primary NSX
Manager but the internal sync password has changed. Internal synchronization user password is
changed automatically to avoid any possible issues when old primary NSX Manager is
restored.

FIGURE 146: REMOVING SECONDARY NSX MANAGER FROM THE PRIMARY NSX MANAGER

NOTE: Make sure to check the box for Perform operation even if the NSX manager is
inaccessible
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FIGURE 147: C HECK “PERFORM OPERATION EVEN IF NSX MANAGER IS INACCESSIBLE ”

Recovery Step 7:
Register the NSX Manager at site 2 as secondary to the primary NSX Manager at site 1.

FIGURE 148: ADDING THE NSX MANAGER AT SITE 2 AS SECONDARY TO PRIMARY MANAGER AT SITE 1

Accept the SSL certificate to proceed.

FIGURE 149: C LICK ‘YES ’ TO A CCEPT C ERTIFICATE AND C ONFIRM
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Once the site 2 NSX Manager is registered as secondary to the primary NSX Manager at site 1,
the connectivity from the secondary NSX Manager to the UCC nodes at site 1initially shows as
Disconnected as shown below, however, the status is changed to Connected shortly as shown
in Figure 151.

FIGURE 150: SECONDARY NSX MANAGER AT SITE 2 IS C ONNECTING TO UCC NODES AT SITE 1

FIGURE 151: SECONDARY NSX MANAGER AT SITE 2 SUCCESSFULLY C ONNECTED TO UCC NODES AT SITE 1

SITE 1 HAS BEEN MADE PRIMARY AGAIN AND THE SITE 1 NSX MANAGER IS
NOW THE PRIMARY NSX MANAGER
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2.) Make old primary site, secondary site

Recovery Step 1 (Once the original primary site recovers):
You will initially see that both NSX Managers are assigned the primary role.

FIGURE 152: BOTH NSX MANAGERS IN PRIMARY ROLE

Force the removal of the registered secondary NSX Manager on the original primary site NSX
Manager at site 1 before removing the primary role.

FIGURE 153: FORCE THE REMOVAL OF THE REGISTERED SECONDARY NSX MANAGER

NOTE: Make sure to check the box for Perform operation even if the NSX manager is
inaccessible
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FIGURE 154: C HECK “PERFORM OPERATION EVEN IF NSX MANAGER IS INACCESSIBLE ”

Recovery Step 2
Demote the original primary site NSX Manager at site 1 to transit role. Select the original
primary NSX Manager and select Actions and Remove Primary Role.

FIGURE 155: DEMOTING THE ORIGINAL PRIMARY SITE NSX MANAGER TO TRANSIT ROLE

Click Yes to proceed with the removal of the primary role assignment.

FIGURE 156: C ONFIRM DEMOTING THE ORIGINAL PRIMARY SITE NSX MANAGER TO TRANSIT ROLE
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The original primary NSX Manager at site 1 is now in transit mode.

FIGURE 157: ORIGINAL PRIMARY NSX MANAGER IN TRANSIT ROLE

Recovery Step 3:
Clean up old controllers on the old primary site; delete all three of the old controllers at the old
primary site at site 1. These would get redeployed if you later assigned the primary role back to
the NSX Manager at the original primary site

FIGURE 158: DELETING UCC C ONTROLLERS AT OLD PRIMARY SITE , SITE 1

Recovery Step 4:
Also, depending on deployment model, if needed, delete the Control VM at the original
primary site as it has successfully been redeployed at the new primary site.
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Currently, a REST API call must be made to do the deletion of the Control VM
DELETE https://<NSX Manager IP>/api/4.0/edges/<edge-id>/appliances/<ha-index>
Note, if the Universal Control VM is manually deleted by deleting it from the vCenter
inventory, the related configuration within the NSX Manager will not be deleted, thus the
REST API call must be used for deleting the Universal Control VM completely.

Recovery Step 5:
Now add the original Primary NSX Manager at site 1 as a secondary role to the newly
promoted primary NSX Manager at site 2 by clicking on the new primary NSX Manager and
clicking Actions and clicking Add Secondary NSX manager as shown in Figure 159 below.

FIGURE 159: ADDING THE ORIGINAL PRIMARY NSX MANAGER AS SECONDARY TO NEW PRIMARY MANAGER

Enter the NSX Manager credentials.
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FIGURE 160: ENTER SECONDARY NSX MANAGER C REDENTIALS

Accept the SSL certificate to proceed.

FIGURE 161: C LICK ‘YES ’ TO A CCEPT C ERTIFICATE AND C ONFIRM
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We can now see the NSX Managers in their newly assigned roles.

FIGURE 162: NSX MANAGER AT SITE 2 I S NOW PRIMARY AND NSX MANAGER AT SITE 1 IS SECONDARY

All NSX components have now been recovered; the primary NSX Manager is now running at
the site 2 and the newly deployed Universal Controller Cluster is also running at the site 2.
SITE 2 HAS BEEN MADE PRIMARY AND THE SITE 2 NSX MANAGER IS NOW THE
PRIMARY NSX MANAGER

Recovering Universal Control VM
This is needed only for deployments leveraging routing for Egress failover using a single
Universal Control VM. These deployments would require redeploying the Universal Control
VM upon site failure as described below. This step is NOT required for Local Egress (with
Locale-ID) where Control VM is already deployed at both sites.
Steps for redeploying Control VM:
 First get the UDLR XML response with following GET REST API Call
GET https://<NSX Manager IP>/api/4.0/edges/<edge-id>
You can use a browser-based client such as RESTClient on Firefox shown below to make the
call.
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FIGURE 163: RESTC LIENT ON FIREFOX

There are a few fields that need to be filled out in the body of this XML; the fields that need to
be entered are represented as managed object reference variables (moref) in the below figure.
The respective values for these variables can be found via the Managed Object Browser:
https://<vCenter IP Address>/mob. To see an example of calling this NSX REST API call with
the full body, see Appendix A – Cross-VC NSX REST API Call Examples section.

FIGURE 164: MOREF FIELDS N EED TO BE POPULATED WITH RESPECTIVE VALUES
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 Once the XML body is modified, a PUT NSX REST API call needs to be made to redeploy
the Universal Control VM.
PUT https://<NSX Manager IP> /api/4.0/edges/<edge-id>
 Note, the redeployment of Universal Control VM will not recover the routing protocol
configuration. The respective interfaces will be recovered but not the routing protocol
information. This will need to be re-entered or could be inserted as part of the PUT NSX
REST API call.
Note, in NSX 6.2.3, one can enter the Universal Control VM location information such as
cluster, datastore, host and HA interface from within NSX Manager GUI as discussed prior.
Once this is complete, right clicking the UDLR within the NSX Edges section in NSX Manager
and selecting Deploy will automatically deploy the Universal Control VM. However, this
method will not copy over the routing configuration to the new Universal Control VM, thus it’s
still recommended to use the NSX REST API call as explained above to redeploy the Universal
Control VM.

Automating the Recovery Process
VMware NSX provides a RESTful API service via NSX Manager that can be consumed in
several ways. It can be consumed directly via a tool/library such as CURL or a REST Client like
Postman which can consume RESTful services via browser plugin.
Additionally, many popular programming languages such as Python, PowerShell, Perl, and Java
have REST client libraries which can easily be utilized to consume the NSX REST API.
Elaborate workflows and automation can even be created with tools such as vRealize
Orchestrator.
As shown prior, with the redeployment of the Universal Control VM, NSX REST API calls can
be used to recover Cross-VC NSX Components. Appendix A – Cross-VC NSX REST API Call
Examples provides the REST API calls that are useful when recovering Cross-VC NSX
components.
Make NSX Manager Primary:
POST https://<NSX Manager IP>/api/2.0/universalsync/configuration
/role?action=set-as-primary
Make NSX Manager Secondary:
POST https://<NSX Manager IP>/api/2.0/universalsync/configuration
/role?action=set-as-secondary

In addition, tools such as VMware vRealize Orchestrator (vRO) can be used to create advanced
workflows for NSX. vRO has HTTP REST API client integration allowing for NSX REST API
to be called directly; a NSX vRO Plugin is also available.
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FIGURE 165: V RO LEVERAGING NSX REST API

Assume one wants to automate Cross-VC NSX component recovery as part of a solution such as
Disaster Recovery. A workflow such as that shown below can be created via vRO and kicked off
when needed. Further, several tools such as VMware’s Disaster Orchestration tool, Site
Recovery Manager (SRM), have integration with vRO and can be utilized to automatically
kickoff the respective workflow as part of the recovery process.

FIGURE 166: BUILDING A V RO WORKFLOW

Monitoring and Troubleshooting
In general, the same monitoring and troubleshooting methodology used pre-NSX 6.2 can still be
used with Cross-VC NSX. However, there are some specific tools that can further assist in
monitoring and troubleshooting Cross-VC NSX environments. A complete detailed walkthrough
of monitoring and troubleshooting is out of scope for this document. However, below is an
outline of some specific functionality added with NSX 6.2 and some internal and external tools
that can further assist with monitoring and troubleshooting Cross-VC NSX environments.

1.) NSX 6.2 Status Notifications
In addition to checking NSX logs and logging into the primary NSX Manager to ensure the USS
is running, status notifications are also provided within the NSX GUI to communicate
connectivity or synchronization issues. Some examples are provided in the screenshots below.
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Each NSX Manager maintains a connection to each of the universal controllers. The NSX
Manager connects to the UCC to push relevant logical networking configuration to the
controllers. Also a periodic keep-alive is done to monitor the state of the controller cluster and
measure disk latency alerts; the status column under NSX Controller nodes displays the
respective status. This is shown in Figure 167 below. Also, peer connectivity status is also shown
between the UCC nodes.

FIGURE 167: U NIVERSAL C ONTROLLER C ONNECTIVITY STATUS
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Figure 168 below displays Message Bus and Control Plane Connectivity health status for hosts
in respective cluster.

FIGURE 168: HEALTH STATUS FOR MESSAGE BUS AND C ONTROL PLANE CONNECTIVITY FOR HOSTS IN C LUSTER

The below synchronization status notifications for universal objects are viewable only from the
primary NSX Manager.

FIGURE 169: U NIVERSAL LOGICAL SWITCH SYNCHRONIZATION STATUS
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FIGURE 170: U NIVERSAL DLR SYNCHRONIZATION STATUS

The below synchronization status notifications are shown for universal Security Groups and
universal IP Sets but are viewable on the primary NSX Manager for any universal Grouping
Object.

FIGURE 171: U NIVERSAL GROUPING OBJECT SYNCHRONIZATION STATUS
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FIGURE 172: U NIVERSAL IP SET SYNCHRONIZATION STATUS

2.) NSX 6.2 Centralized CLI
The NSX Central CLI introduced in NSX 6.2 supports Cross-VC NSX. There are no specific
Cross-VC-only commands, but the general supported commands for logical objects will return
universal object information if universal objects exist.
Figure 173 below shows the Central CLI on the primary NSX Manager returned both the local
and universal logical switches. Note, local logical switches from the primary site are returned but
local logical switches from the secondary sites are not; one must login to the secondary NSX
Manager(s) to see the respective local objects.

FIGURE 173: C ENTRAL CLI C OMMAND ON PRIMARY NSX MANAGER RETURNS ALL LOGICAL SWITCHES

Figure 174 shows the Central CLI on the primary NSX Manager returned all universal
distributed logical routers.
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FIGURE 174: C ENTRAL CLI C OMMAND ON PRIMARY NSX MANAGER RETURNS ALL DISTRIBUTED LOGICAL ROUTERS

Figure 175 shows the Central CLI on the primary NSX Manager returned all Edges. Note, all
universal DLRs are returned but only the site 1 ESG; the reason for this is because the ESG is a
virtual appliance local to the respective vCenter inventory. One must login to the secondary NSX
Manager(s) to see the respective local objects such as ESG(s).

FIGURE 175: C ENTRAL CLI C OMMAND ON PRIMARY NSX MANAGER RETURNS ALL EDGES – DLRS AND ESGS

If one were to run the same command in Figure 175 show edge all on a secondary NSX
Manager, the same results would be returned for the UDLRs since they are universal and span
across NSX Manager domains/sites. However, it can be seen in Figure 176 below, the site 2 ESG
is returned instead of the site 1 ESG; again this is because ESGs are virtual appliances local to
the vCenter inventory. As can be seen below, the Status field will display RED if an issue is
detected or otherwise display GREEN.

FIGURE 176: C ENTRAL CLI C OMMAND ON PRIMARY NSX MANAGER RETURNS ALL EDGES – DLRS AND ESGS

3.) VMware Log Insight with NSX Content Pack
VMware Log Insight has a content pack for Cross-VC deployments which allows customers to
monitor and receive alerts when critical events occur in the Cross-VC NSX infrastructure, such
as the Replicator Service failing upon an event on the primary NSX Manager.
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4.) VMware NSX App for Splunk
The VMware NSX App for Splunk allows customers who are already using Splunk 6.1.x or
above to leverage the same monitoring tool to receive alerts when critical events occur in the
Cross-VC NSX infrastructure.

FIGURE 177: VMWARE NSX APP FOR SPLUNK – NSX C ROSS-V C ENTER INTEGRATIO

Summary
NSX provides multiple data center multi-site options. The Cross-VC NSX feature provides
solutions and flexibility for multi-site networking and security across multiple vCenter domains
which may also be across multiple sites. Workloads are no longer constrained to vCenter
boundaries and consistent security policy enforcement can be achieved across a multi-site multivCenter environment without additional manual intervention.
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Appendix A – Cross-VC NSX REST API Call Examples
Make NSX Manager Primary
POST https://<NSX Manager IP>/api/2.0/universalsync/configuration
/role?action=set-as-primary

Make NSX Manager Secondary
POST https://<NSX Manager IP>/api/2.0/universalsync/configuration
/role?action=set-as-secondary
Remove Primary Role From NSX Manager
The NSX REST API call below should be on the primary NSX Manager. The Primary NSX
Manager will change to transit state.
POST https://<NSX Manager IP>/api/2.0/universalsync/configuration/role?action=set-asstandalone

Disconnect Secondary NSX Manager from the Primary NSX Manager
The NSX REST API call below should be on the secondary NSX Manager.
POST https://<NSX Manager IP>/api/2.0/universalsync/configuration/role?action=set-asstandalone

Update Controller State
PUT https://<NSX Manager IP>/api/2.0/vdn/controller/synchronize

Get Universal Control VM Information
GET https://<NSX Manager IP>/api/4.0/edges/<edge-id>

Configure Static Route on UDLR
PUT https://<NSX Manager IP>/api/4.0/edges/$edge-id/routing/config/static
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Delete Universal Control VM
DELETE https://<NSX Manager IP>/api/4.0/edges/<edge-id>/appliances/<ha-index>

Deploy Universal Controller Cluster Node
POST https://<NSX Manager IP>/api/2.0/vdn/controller

Delete Universal Controller Cluster Node
DELETE https://<NSX Manager IP>/api/2.0/vdn/controller/controllerId?forceRemoval=
true/false

Re-configure/Change VNIs for Deployed Logical Switches
PUT https://<NSX Manager IP> /api/2.0/vdn/virtualwires/<id>/segmentreconfig/<rangeId>

Deploy Universal Control VM
PUT https://<NSX Manager IP>/api/4.0/edges/<edge-id>
Example:
PUT https://10.200.1.72 /api/4.0/edges/edge-2167d8fa-915d-48b7-a7c1-620906013091
Example Body:
Information added to body from initial GET API call on UDLR Control VM are in red.
Routing configuration for Control VM was copied over from GET API call on UDLR Control
VM at site 1.
<edge>
<id>edge-2167d8fa-915d-48b7-a7c1-620906013091</id>
<version>29</version>
<status>deployed</status>
<tenant>default</tenant>
<name>Universal DLR</name>
<fqdn>NSX-edge-2167d8fa-915d-48b7-a7c1-620906013091</fqdn>
<enableAesni>false</enableAesni>
<enableFips>false</enableFips>
<vseLogLevel>info</vseLogLevel>
<appliances>
<applianceSize>compact</applianceSize>
<appliance>
<highAvailabilityIndex>0</highAvailabilityIndex>
<vcUuid>502adf1a-f719-32ec-19ef-debddbcb0bf5</vcUuid>
<vmId>vm-109</vmId>
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<resourcePoolId>domain-c30</resourcePoolId>
<resourcePoolName>Edge Cluster</resourcePoolName>
<datastoreId>datastore-58</datastoreId>
<datastoreName>EMC_VNX_1-1</datastoreName>
<hostId>host-51</hostId>
<hostName>10.200.1.50</hostName>
<vmFolderId>group-v22</vmFolderId>
<vmFolderName>vm</vmFolderName>
<vmHostname>NSX-edge-2167d8fa-915d-48b7-a7c1-620906013091-0</vmHostname>
<vmName>edge-2167d8fa-915d-48b7-a7c1-620906013091-0-Universal DLR</vmName>
<deployed>true</deployed>
<edgeId>edge-2167d8fa-915d-48b7-a7c1-620906013091</edgeId>
</appliance>
<deployAppliances>true</deployAppliances>
</appliances>
<cliSettings>
<remoteAccess>false</remoteAccess>
<userName>admin</userName>
<sshLoginBannerText>
***************************************************************************
NOTICE TO USERS

This computer system is the private property of its owner, whether
individual, corporate or government. It is for authorized use only.
Users (authorized or unauthorized) have no explicit or implicit
expectation of privacy.
Any or all uses of this system and all files on this system may be
intercepted, monitored, recorded, copied, audited, inspected, and
disclosed to your employer, to authorized site, government, and law
enforcement personnel, as well as authorized officials of government
agencies, both domestic and foreign.
By using this system, the user consents to such interception, monitoring,
recording, copying, auditing, inspection, and disclosure at the
discretion of such personnel or officials. Unauthorized or improper use
of this system may result in civil and criminal penalties and
administrative or disciplinary action, as appropriate. By continuing to
use this system you indicate your awareness of and consent to these terms
and conditions of use. LOG OFF IMMEDIATELY if you do not agree to the
conditions stated in this warning.

****************************************************************************</sshLo
ginBannerText>
<passwordExpiry>99999</passwordExpiry>
</cliSettings>
<features>
<syslog>
<version>13</version>
<enabled>false</enabled>
<protocol>udp</protocol>
</syslog>
<featureConfig/>
<firewall>
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<version>23</version>
<enabled>true</enabled>
<globalConfig>
<tcpPickOngoingConnections>false</tcpPickOngoingConnections>
<tcpAllowOutOfWindowPackets>false</tcpAllowOutOfWindowPackets>
<tcpSendResetForClosedVsePorts>true</tcpSendResetForClosedVsePorts>
<dropInvalidTraffic>true</dropInvalidTraffic>
<logInvalidTraffic>false</logInvalidTraffic>
<tcpTimeoutOpen>30</tcpTimeoutOpen>
<tcpTimeoutEstablished>3600</tcpTimeoutEstablished>
<tcpTimeoutClose>30</tcpTimeoutClose>
<udpTimeout>60</udpTimeout>
<icmpTimeout>10</icmpTimeout>
<icmp6Timeout>10</icmp6Timeout>
<ipGenericTimeout>120</ipGenericTimeout>
</globalConfig>
<defaultPolicy>
<action>deny</action>
<loggingEnabled>false</loggingEnabled>
</defaultPolicy>
<firewallRules>
<firewallRule>
<id>131076</id>
<ruleTag>131076</ruleTag>
<name>firewall</name>
<ruleType>internal_high</ruleType>
<enabled>true</enabled>
<loggingEnabled>false</loggingEnabled>
<description>firewall</description>
<action>accept</action>
<source>
<exclude>false</exclude>
<vnicGroupId>vse</vnicGroupId>
</source>
</firewallRule>
<firewallRule>
<id>131077</id>
<ruleTag>131077</ruleTag>
<name>routing</name>
<ruleType>internal_high</ruleType>
<enabled>true</enabled>
<loggingEnabled>false</loggingEnabled>
<description>routing</description>
<action>accept</action>
<application>
<service>
<protocol>tcp</protocol>
<port>179</port>
<sourcePort>any</sourcePort>
</service>
</application>
</firewallRule>
<firewallRule>
<id>131075</id>
<ruleTag>131075</ruleTag>
<name>default rule for ingress traffic</name>
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<ruleType>default_policy</ruleType>
<enabled>true</enabled>
<loggingEnabled>false</loggingEnabled>
<description>default rule for ingress traffic</description>
<action>deny</action>
</firewallRule>
</firewallRules>
</firewall>
<dhcp>
<version>13</version>
<enabled>false</enabled>
<staticBindings/>
<ipPools/>
<logging>
<enable>false</enable>
<logLevel>info</logLevel>
</logging>
</dhcp>
<routing>
<version>25</version>
<enabled>true</enabled>
<routingGlobalConfig>
<routerId>172.39.39.14</routerId>
<ecmp>true</ecmp>
<logging>
<enable>false</enable>
<logLevel>info</logLevel>
</logging>
</routingGlobalConfig>
<staticRouting>
<staticRoutes/>
</staticRouting>
<ospf>
<enabled>false</enabled>
<ospfAreas>
<ospfArea>
<areaId>51</areaId>
<type>nssa</type>
<authentication>
<type>none</type>
</authentication>
</ospfArea>
</ospfAreas>
<ospfInterfaces/>
<redistribution>
<enabled>false</enabled>
<rules/>
</redistribution>
<gracefulRestart>true</gracefulRestart>
<defaultOriginate>false</defaultOriginate>
</ospf>
<bgp>
<enabled>true</enabled>
<localAS>64514</localAS>
<bgpNeighbours>
<bgpNeighbour>
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<ipAddress>172.39.39.2</ipAddress>
<protocolAddress>172.39.39.13</protocolAddress>
<forwardingAddress>172.39.39.14</forwardingAddress>
<remoteAS>64514</remoteAS>
<weight>30</weight>
<holdDownTimer>3</holdDownTimer>
<keepAliveTimer>1</keepAliveTimer>
<bgpFilters/>
</bgpNeighbour>
<bgpNeighbour>
<ipAddress>172.39.39.1</ipAddress>
<protocolAddress>172.39.39.13</protocolAddress>
<forwardingAddress>172.39.39.14</forwardingAddress>
<remoteAS>64514</remoteAS>
<weight>30</weight>
<holdDownTimer>3</holdDownTimer>
<keepAliveTimer>1</keepAliveTimer>
<bgpFilters/>
</bgpNeighbour>
</bgpNeighbours>
<redistribution>
<enabled>true</enabled>
<rules>
<rule>
<id>0</id>
<from>
<isis>false</isis>
<ospf>false</ospf>
<bgp>false</bgp>
<static>false</static>
<connected>true</connected>
</from>
<action>permit</action>
</rule>
</rules>
</redistribution>
<gracefulRestart>false</gracefulRestart>
<defaultOriginate>false</defaultOriginate>
</bgp>
</routing>
<bridges>
<version>13</version>
<enabled>false</enabled>
</bridges>
<highAvailability>
<version>13</version>
<enabled>false</enabled>
<declareDeadTime>15</declareDeadTime>
<logging>
<enable>false</enable>
<logLevel>info</logLevel>
</logging>
<security>
<enabled>false</enabled>
</security>
</highAvailability>
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</features>
<autoConfiguration>
<enabled>true</enabled>
<rulePriority>high</rulePriority>
</autoConfiguration>
<type>distributedRouter</type>
<isUniversal>true</isUniversal>
<universalVersion>17</universalVersion>
<mgmtInterface>
<label>vNic_0</label>
<name>mgmtInterface</name>
<addressGroups/>
<mtu>1500</mtu>
<index>0</index>
<connectedToId>dvportgroup-40</connectedToId>
<connectedToName>Edge_Mgmt</connectedToName>
</mgmtInterface>
<interfaces>
<interface>
<label>15f9000000002/vNic_2</label>
<name>Transit_Uplink</name>
<addressGroups>
<addressGroup>
<primaryAddress>172.39.39.14</primaryAddress>
<subnetMask>255.255.255.240</subnetMask>
<subnetPrefixLength>28</subnetPrefixLength>
</addressGroup>
</addressGroups>
<mtu>1500</mtu>
<type>uplink</type>
<isConnected>true</isConnected>
<isSharedNetwork>false</isSharedNetwork>
<index>2</index>
<connectedToId>universalwire-10</connectedToId>
<connectedToName>Universal Transit</connectedToName>
</interface>
<interface>
<label>15f900000000a</label>
<name>Universal_Web_Internal</name>
<addressGroups>
<addressGroup>
<primaryAddress>172.20.1.254</primaryAddress>
<subnetMask>255.255.255.0</subnetMask>
<subnetPrefixLength>24</subnetPrefixLength>
</addressGroup>
</addressGroups>
<mtu>1500</mtu>
<type>internal</type>
<isConnected>true</isConnected>
<isSharedNetwork>false</isSharedNetwork>
<index>10</index>
<connectedToId>universalwire-1</connectedToId>
<connectedToName>Universal Web</connectedToName>
</interface>
<interface>
<label>15f900000000b</label>
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<name>Universal_App_Internal</name>
<addressGroups>
<addressGroup>
<primaryAddress>172.20.2.254</primaryAddress>
<subnetMask>255.255.255.0</subnetMask>
<subnetPrefixLength>24</subnetPrefixLength>
</addressGroup>
</addressGroups>
<mtu>1500</mtu>
<type>internal</type>
<isConnected>true</isConnected>
<isSharedNetwork>false</isSharedNetwork>
<index>11</index>
<connectedToId>universalwire-4</connectedToId>
<connectedToName>Universal App</connectedToName>
</interface>
<interface>
<label>15f900000000c</label>
<name>Universal_DB_Internal</name>
<addressGroups>
<addressGroup>
<primaryAddress>172.20.3.254</primaryAddress>
<subnetMask>255.255.255.0</subnetMask>
<subnetPrefixLength>24</subnetPrefixLength>
</addressGroup>
</addressGroups>
<mtu>1500</mtu>
<type>internal</type>
<isConnected>true</isConnected>
<isSharedNetwork>false</isSharedNetwork>
<index>12</index>
<connectedToId>universalwire-5</connectedToId>
<connectedToName>Universal DB</connectedToName>
</interface>
<interface>
<label>15f900000000d</label>
<name>Universal_Web_2_Internal</name>
<addressGroups>
<addressGroup>
<primaryAddress>172.20.8.254</primaryAddress>
<subnetMask>255.255.255.0</subnetMask>
<subnetPrefixLength>24</subnetPrefixLength>
</addressGroup>
</addressGroups>
<mtu>1500</mtu>
<type>internal</type>
<isConnected>true</isConnected>
<isSharedNetwork>false</isSharedNetwork>
<index>13</index>
<connectedToId>universalwire-7</connectedToId>
<connectedToName>Universal Web 2</connectedToName>
</interface>
<interface>
<label>15f900000000e</label>
<name>Universal_App_2_Internal</name>
<addressGroups>
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<addressGroup>
<primaryAddress>172.20.9.254</primaryAddress>
<subnetMask>255.255.255.0</subnetMask>
<subnetPrefixLength>24</subnetPrefixLength>
</addressGroup>
</addressGroups>
<mtu>1500</mtu>
<type>internal</type>
<isConnected>true</isConnected>
<isSharedNetwork>false</isSharedNetwork>
<index>14</index>
<connectedToId>universalwire-8</connectedToId>
<connectedToName>Universal App 2</connectedToName>
</interface>
<interface>
<label>15f900000000f</label>
<name>Universal_DB_2_Internal</name>
<addressGroups>
<addressGroup>
<primaryAddress>172.20.10.254</primaryAddress>
<subnetMask>255.255.255.0</subnetMask>
<subnetPrefixLength>24</subnetPrefixLength>
</addressGroup>
</addressGroups>
<mtu>1500</mtu>
<type>internal</type>
<isConnected>true</isConnected>
<isSharedNetwork>false</isSharedNetwork>
<index>15</index>
<connectedToId>universalwire-9</connectedToId>
<connectedToName>Universal DB 2</connectedToName>
</interface>
</interfaces>
<edgeAssistId>90000</edgeAssistId>
<lrouterUuid>d32941a9-44d9-4993-aaad-2b5c2c641072</lrouterUuid>
<queryDaemon>
<enabled>false</enabled>
<port>5666</port>
</queryDaemon>
<localEgressEnabled>false</localEgressEnabled>
</edge>
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